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Introduction 
The concept~ of declarative memory and procedural memory have been used to distin-
guish two distinct types of learning. A neural network architecture is described that suggests 
how such rncmory processes work together a.s recognition learning, rcinforcernent learning, 
a.nd sensory-motor learning all take place together during adaptive behaviors. To coordinate 
these processes, the hippocampal forrna.tion and cerebcllurn each contain circuits that learn 
to adaptively tirnc their outputs. Within the architectme, hippocampal timing helps to 
maintain attention on motivationally salient goal objects during variable task-related delays, 
and cerebellar timing controls the release of conditioned responses. This property is part of 
the model's description of how conditionable cognitive-emotional interactions focus attention 
on motivationally valued cues, and how this process breaks down due to hippocampal abla-
tion. 'I'hc architecture also suggests how the hippocampal mechanisms that help to rapidly 
draw attention to salient cues could prematurely release rnotor cornmands if the release of 
these commands were not adaptively timed by the cerebellum. 
The model hippocampal system modulates cortical recognition learning without actually 
encoding the representational information that the cortex encodes. These properties avoid 
the difficulties faced by several models that propose a direct hippocampal role in recog-
nition learning. Learning within the model hippocampal system controls adaptive tirning 
and spatial orientation. Model properties hereby clarify how hippocampal ablations cause 
amnesic syrnptorns and difficulties with tasks which conrbine task delays, novelty detection, 
and attention towards goa.! objects amid distractions. When these model recognition, rcin-
forccrnent, sensory-motor, and tirning processes work together, they suggest how the brain 
can accomplish conditioning of rnultiple sensory events to delayed rewards, as during serial 
compound conditioning. 
'J'he chapter is divided into two parts. Part I provides an intuitive introduction to the 
archit.ectme's rna.in design principles and mechanisrns. Part 11 summ<U'izes mathcrnatical 
equations and sirnnlations that illustrate !row the architecture achieves ad<r.ptivcly tinred 
conditioning ami a.ttmrtion. 
PART I 
How Do Processes of Recognition, Reward, and Action Interact? 
A centra.! problern in the bcha.viora,l and cognitive neurosciences concerns how hurnans 
and other aninrals learn to recognize objects, to predict and attend to their rewarding or 
punishing consequences, and to perform appropriately tirncd actions capable of rca]i;.oing or 
avoiding these consequences. Multiple brain regions participate in these processes, including 
inferoternpora.l cortex, arnygdala, hippocampal fornration, and cerebellum. 'fhe cornplcxity 
of these processes has led to the development of neural models that might shed light on their 
cellular and network properties. A neural architecture is described herein to suggest why 
both the hippocarnpus a.ncl the cerebellum contain circuits that. arc specialized for adaptive 
timing. Although the two timing circuits may share cellular and circuit properties, tbc 
architecture predicts that they carry out distinct. functional roles during the learning and 
memory processes tha,t subserve recognition and movement tasks. 
These distinct. role~> arc used to clarify several oJ' the conceptual dichotomies that have 
been useful in research about normal and arnnesic: learning and memory. One such dichotom.y 
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concerns the distinctions between declarative memory and procedural rnernory, knowing that 
a.ncl knowing how, memory and habit, or memory with record and mernory without record 
(Bruner, 1969; Mishkin, 1~)82, 1993; Ryle, 1949; Squire and Cohen, 1984). 'I'he arnnesic 
patient IIM exemplified this distinction by learning and remembering motor skills like as-
sembly of the 'I'ower of Hanoi without being able to recall having done so (Bruner, 1969; 
Cohen and Squire, 1980; Mishkin, 1982; Ryle, 1949; Scoville and Milner, 1957; Squire and 
Cohen, I 984 ). liM's surgical lesion included extensive parts of the hippocampal formation 
and amygdala. Subsequent animal studies have shown that damage to the hippocampal 
formation (Ammon's horn, dentate gyrus, subiculum, fornix) and the parahippocampal re-
gion (entorhinal, perirhinal, and parahippocarnpal cortices) can reproduce analogous amnesic 
symptoms (Mishkin, 1978; Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991). 'I'hese results implicate this ag-
gregate hippocampal system in the processes that regulate declarative memory, or "knowing 
that". Such processes support a competence for learning recognition categories and being 
able to flexibly access them in a task-specific way (Eichenbaum, Otto, and Cohen, 1994). 
A parallel line of research has implicated the cerebellum in the processing of proce-
dural memory, or "knowing how". 'l'hc cerebellum. is an essential circuit for conditioning 
discrete adaptive responses during eye movernents, arm rnovernents, niclita.ting nrcmbranc 
movements, and jaw moverncnts (Ebner and Bloedel, 1981; Gilbert and 'l'hach, 1977; Ito, 
HJ84; Lisberger, 1988; Oplican and Robinson, 1980; Thompson, 1988; 'I'hompson el a!., 1981, 
1987). Ivlodcls of cerebellar learning have been developed over the years to help explain these 
motor conditioning data (Albus, 1971; Bullock, Fiala, and Grossberg, !991; Fujita, 1982a, 
HJ82b; Grossberg, HJ69a, 1969b; Grossberg ancll\:uperstein, 1986; Ho, HJ84; Lisberger, 1988; 
Nlarr, l9(i9). 
A third line of research on learning and memory concerns cognitive-emotional interac-
tions, including how a conditioned stirnulus (CS) such as a tone or light, when paired with 
an unconditioned stimulus (US) such as a shock, can learn to generate conditioned responses 
(Gil), such as fear or lirnb withdrawal, that were originally elicited only by the US. Such 
learning is optimal at a range of positive intcrstirnulus intervals (lSI) that are characi.erio-
tic of tlw anirnal and the task, and is greatly attenuated at y,ero lSI and long ISis (Smith, 
19Ci8). Although the~ amygda.la. has been identified a.s a prirna.ry sitco in the expression of 
crnotion and stinnllus··reward association (Aggleton, UJ9:3), tire hippocampal formation has 
also been implicated in the processing of cognitive-enrotional interactions. In particular, 
'I' horn pson e! a!. (1 987) disLinguished two Lypcs of learning that go on during conditioning 
of the rabbit Nl\IIR: "conditioned fear" learning linked to the hippocampus and "learning 
of the discrete adaptive response" within the cerebellum (p. 82). In addition, rcrnova1 of 
the hippocarnpal fonnation greatly attenuates attcntional blocking (Rickert, llcnnctt, Lane, 
and French, 1978; Schmajuk, Spear, and Isaacson, 1 983; Solornon, 1977). Blocking is tire 
process whereby conditioning of a. cue CS 1 to a US prevents a second cue CS2 from being 
conditioned to US when iL is later presented bdorc US as part of a simultaneous CS1 + 
CS2 s1.irnulus corn pound. Much experimental and theoretical work has suggested that CS2 
loses its ability to be conditioned to US because it is an irrelevant cue that predicts no more 
about the US than docs CS 1 when presented alone (Grossberg, 1975, 1982; Kamin, 1969). 
Blocking enables a learning subject to attend selectively to relevant cues. 
T'he present chapter synthesizes, into a single neural architecture, models that have 
been developed to explain data. frorn each of these three areas. 'l'his synthesis clarifies 
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how the various models work together to control behavior. ln particular, it suggests why 
both the cerebellum and the hippocampal system may need adaptive timing circuits for their 
normal functioning. We suggest that the hippocampal mechanisms that help to rapidly draw 
attention to salient cues could prematurely release motor cornmands were these connnands 
not adaptively timed by the cerebellmn. 'l'o reach such conclusions as efficiently as possible, 
this part of the article provides just enough information about the component models to 
understand how they can work together to explain key data. Mathematical equations of 
some key model processes are clcscribecl in Pa.rt II. Others are developed in detail in other 
articles that are cited below. 
The chapter is clevotccl to an expo:oition of ju:ot one theory for several reasons. One reason 
is space limitations. Another is that no other theory of which we arc aware has explained 
such a. large data. base or articulated the design principles that support this explanatory 
range. Some compari:oons with other models are found in Grossberg and Merrill (1995). 
Multiple Roles for the Hippocampal System? 
Why should a single, albeit complex, brain region like the hippocarnpal systern be in-
volved in so many processes: recognition learning, reinforcement learning, and motivated 
<tttention? A clue is provided by ncur<tl data a.nd models about how each of these processes 
works. In particular, both recognition learning and reinforcement learning arc regulated by 
a matching process whereby bottom--up stimuli frorn the outside world arc rnatchcd a.ga.inst 
top-down learned expectations to clctennine whether attentive learning or rnernory ;;earch 
will occur. The unblocking paradigrn illustrates this matching process for the case of rein-
J'orc:cment learning (Kamin, I 969). 'J'hc unblocking paradigm is a variant of the blocking 
paradignr in which the us changes intensity in the two learning episodes. 'l'hus if c:sl is 
followed by one US intensity (US 1 ), and the compound :;tirnulus CS 1 + CS2 is followed by 
a diff'crcnt US intensity (US2 ), then CS 2 can become conditioned to the US, unlike in the 
blocking paradigm, and docs so with an emotional valence that depends upon the sign of 
the diff'erence US1 - US2 between US 1 and US2 (Kamin, l9G9). The rni:ornatch between the 
actual intensity US2 and the expected intensity US 1 triggers a mcrnory search that attention-
ally "unblocks" the representation of CS 2 that is stored in short tcnn rncmory, and enables 
it to learn to predict the change in US intensity (Grossberg, 1975). 'I'his memory search 
helps to focus attention upon that subset of sensory cues that predicts rnotivationally salient 
ontcmnc~s in a given context, and to block those that do not. 
H.ecognit.ion learning is accomplished by interaction:; between inferotcrnporaJ cortex (IT) 
and hi ppocarn pal fonnation, among other brain areas (Desimone, 1991; Desirnonc a.nd U ngcr-
leider, 1989; Eichenbaurn, Otto, and Cohen, 1994; C:ochin, Miller, Gross, and Gerstein, 1991; 
Harries and Perrett, HJ91; lVlishkin, 1978, 1982; Mishkin and Appenzeller, 1987; Perrett, 
!'vlistlin, and Chitty, 1987; Schwartz, Desirnonc, Albright, and Gross, 198:l; Squire and Zola-
Morga.n, 1991 ). 'l'hcse interactions include the rna.tching proceos that modulates the course 
of recognition learning in I'f cortex and the course of reinforcement learning in thalarno-
cortico-anrygdala circuits. Sorne models arc ana.lysed below of how these recognition a.nd 
reinforcernent learning circuits interact wit.h motor learning circuits. It is shown that the 
behavioral success of this interaction requires both types of circuits to be adaptivcly t.irncd. 
:3 
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Self-Organizing Feature Maps and Adaptive Resonance 
The first type of model results from an analysis of how humans and animals rapidly learn 
to categorize and name events and their contexts in real time. 'I'hese Adaptive Resonance 
'I'heory (AH'I') models have been used to help explain and predict a large body of cognitive 
and neural data about recognition learning, recall, attention, prirning, and memory search 
(Carpenter and Grossberg, 1992, 199:1; Grossberg, 1982, 1987, HJ88a). AKI' systems realize 
this synthesis by incorporating mechanisms that solve a fundamental problem about learning 
and memory that is called the stability·pla.st.icity dilemma. An adequate self-organizing 
recognition system must be capable of plasticity in order to rapidly learn about significant 
new event;;, yet its memory rnust also remain :otable in response to irrelevant or often repeated 
events. Thus we can learn to recognize many new faces without risking the unselective 
forgetting of our parents' faces. In ART, interactions between an attentiona.l subsystem and 
an orienting su bsystcrn, or novelty detector, self-stabilize the learning process as the network 
becomes familiar with an environrnent by categorizing the information within it in a way 
that leads to behavioral success (Grossberg, 1980). 
Learning takes place in the attentional subsystem. Its processes include activation of 
short term mernory (S'I'IVI) traces, incorporation through learning of S'I'M information into 
a longer-lasting long term memory (L'l'M) traces, and interactions between pathways that 
carry specific inforrna.tion with nonspecific pathways that rnoclulate the specilic pathways. 
'I'hesc interactions between specific S'l'M and L'l'!'vl processet: and nonspecific modulatory 
proce:oses regulate the stability-plasticity balance during normal learning, as follows. 
Figme J 
'l'he a.HentionaJ subsystcrn undergoes both bottorn-up learning ancl top-down learning 
between processing levels such as those denoted by .F1 and .F2 in Figure J. Level .F1 contains a. 
network of nodes, or cell populations, each of which is activated by a particular combination 
of sensory features. Level .F2 contains a. network of nodes that represent recognition codes, or 
categories, which arc selectively activated by the activation patterns across .F1. Each .T1 node 
sends output signals to a. subset of .F2 nodes. Each .F2 node thus receives inputs from rnany 
F 1 nodes. 'J'lre thick pathway from F 1 to F2 in Figure J represents the array of diverging 
and converging pathways, for sirnplicity. Learning takes place at the synapses denoted by 
semicircular endings in the .F1 ~ :F2 pathways. Pathways that end in arrowheads do not 
undergo learning. 'l'his bottorn-up learning enables .F2 nodes to becornc selectively tuned to 
particular cornbinations of activation patterns across .F1 by changing their r:l'lVl traces. 
Why is bottom-up learning insufficient in a systcrn that can a.utonornously solve the 
stability-plasticity dilennna? 'I'his analysis was carried out in that part of the ART' model 
tha.t combine;; bottonHrp associative learning a.ncl lateral inhibition for purposes of lc:arnecl 
categorization. 'J'bis type of model is often called a self-organizing feature rna,p, cornpctitive 
learning, or lca.rnccl vector quantization. In such a model, as shown in Figure 2A, an input 
pattern registers itself as a pattern of activity, or S'l'lvl, acros;; the feature detectors of level 
.F1 • Each .Fr output signal is multiplied or gated, by the adaptive weight, or J;rM trace, in 
its respective pathway. All these L'fM-gated inputs are aclcled up at their target .F2 nodes. 
Cornpctitivc intcract.ions, mediated by lateral inhibition within .F2, contrast-enhance this 
input pattern. Even if many .F2 nodes may receive inputs from F 1 , lateral inhibition a.cts to 
cause a much srnaller set of .F2 nodes to store their activation in ST'M. 
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It is useful to think of all the STM signals that converge on an :F2 node as an STM 
pattern, or vector. Likewise, all the L'I'M traces that multiply these signals on their way to a 
prescribed :F2 node fonn an L'I'M vector. 'I'he operation of adding up the r;rM-gated signals 
at each :F2 node is called the inner product, or clot product, of the two vectors. It measures 
how ;;imilar the two vectors are, and increases as a function of their sirnila.rity. The r;rM 
traces thereby filter the S'fM signal pattern and generate larger input~> to those :F2 nodes 
who;;e r;rM pattern~> are rnoot oimilar to the S'l'M pattern. 
As noted above, the lateral inhibition among :;:2 nodes selects just a few of the more 
active :F2 nodes for STM storage. This contrast-enhancing operation enables many input 
patterns at :F1 that share similar input features to be cla:,;;;iJiecl by a. small set of :F2 nodes. 
The :F2 nodes hereby become category nodes that are capable of classifying the inputs to :F1• 
Figure 2 
In a self-organi7,ing featme map, only the :F2 nodes that win the contrast-enhancing 
competition and store their activity in STM can influence the learning process. S'l'M activity 
at the winning :F2 nodes selectively open;; a lea.rning gate a.t the I;rM traces that abut. these 
nocle:o. 'I'hcse r;rM traces can then approach, or track, the input signal;,; in their pathways, a. 
process callecl steepe:ot. descent. 'l'his learning law is thus often called gated steepest descent, 
or instar learning. In its sirnplest form, this learning law can be expressed by the equation 
(I) 
where fh·w;.J is the t.irnc rate of change of the J;I'i'vl trace, or adaptive weight, w;.i from the i1" 
F 1 node to the P" :F2 node, /(1:.i) is the learning gating signal that becornes positive only if 
the postsynaptic activity, or potentia.!, :r.i of the P" F2 node becornes su[J]ciently la.rge, a.ncl 
S; is the i 1" bottonHlJl signal. This learning rule was introduced into neural network models 
in Grossberg (!969a) ;wcl is the learning rule that was u:ocd to introduce Arrr (Grossberg, 
197Gb). While tracking t.he signals in its pa.tbwa.y, such an ];I'M trace n1;_1 can either increase 
(if the signal S; is large) or decrease (if the signal 8; is srnall). It. thus combines Hebbian and 
ant.i--llcbbia.n learning properties in a way that has been used to model neurophysiological 
data about hippocampal r;rp and J;rn (Artola and Singer, 199:l; Levy, 1 985; Levy and 
Dcsrnoncl, 1 985) and adaptive tuning of cortical feature detectors dming the visual critical 
period (Hauschcckcr ancl Singer, 1979; Singer, 1 98:l). 
In particular, a:o 'l'ablc 1 shows, significa.nt post.syna.pt.ic activity, media.tc:cl by the gating 
signal f(:ri), is nccclccl to cause any change in w;i· If thi;; modulatory gate opens, then HI;J 
may incrci1se or clccrca;;e, depending upon the r(;lativc si7,c of 5';. Since 5'1, in turn, may 
influence the amount of postsynaptic activity "'.i via the presynaptic signal 8;w1.i, various 
secondary c!fccts can oc:cm that are beyond the scope of this discussion (but sec Cmpcn-
tcr and Cros;;berg, 1990). It is perhaps worth noting, however, that an early prediction 
(Grossberg, 1968b, 1969b, 1974) snggcstccl that synaptic learning would be mecliatccl by a 
postsynaptic process of protein synthesis and receptor sensiti7,ation that controls a coordi-
nated presynaptic process of transmitter production. The postsynaptic signal process was 
predicted to be triggered by an inward Ca++ current. that. is antagonistic to Mg++. Coor-
dinated presynaptic and postsynaptic changes were predicted to depend upon the inward 
Ca++ current in synergy with an inwarcl Na+ cmrent and an outward I<+ current. Sirnilar 
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concepts have been used, in greatly elaborated form, to explain recent data about r;rp and 
LTD; e.g., see Artola and Singer (1993) and Kuno (HJ95). Gated steepest descent learning 
may thus be viewed as a. first approximation to a much more complex ca.scade of biochemical 
events. 
Table I 
The net effect of such learning is to train the J;rM vectors of the winning :F2 category 
nodes to become more sirnila.r to the S'I'M patterns that they filter. As a. result, the winning 
:F2 categories sharpen their tuning curves to respond more selectively to the STM patterns 
that they have experienced. 
Self-orga.ni7,ing feature map models were introduced a.nd computationally cha.ra.ctcri7,ccl 
in Malsburg (HJ7:l) a.nd Grossberg (1976a, 1978). 'I'hese models were subsequently applied 
and further developed by many authors, notably I<ohonen (1984). They exhibit many u:oelul 
properties, especially if not too many input pa.tterns, or clusters of input patterns, perturb 
level :F1 relative to the number of categorizing nodes in level :F2 . Grossberg (1976a.) proved 
under these sparse cnvironrnental condition;; that category learning is stable, with I:rivl traces 
that track the :otatistics of the environment, are self-nornwli7,ing, a.nd oscillate a minimum 
number of times. Also, the :F2 category selection rule, like a. Bayesian classifier, tends to 
1njnirnizc error. 
It. was also proved, however, that under rnore general environmental conditions, learning 
becomes unstable and subject to catastrophic forgetting. Such a rnodel could forget. the faces 
of your parents while learning a new face. 'I'his mernory instability is due to basic properties 
of associative learning and lateral inhibition. Although a gradual switching off of plasticity 
can partially ovcrcornc the problem, such a mechanism cannot work in a learning systern 
whose plasticity i:o maintained throughout adultboocl. 'l'lwsc re;;ults put into sharp focus 
the problern of how the brain dynarnica.lly self-stabilizes its mernory while rcrna.ining open 
to new experience;, throughout life, a topic that has attracted increasing interest (Kandel 
and O'Dell, 1992). An analysis of this instability, together with data about categori7,ation, 
conditioning, and attention, led to the introduction or· A!U' rnodcls (.hat self .. ;;tabili;.oc the 
rncrnory of :oelf-organi7,ing feature maps in rc:oponsc to an arbitrary strea.m of input patterns 
(Grossberg, 197Gb). 
The Link Between Top-Down Matching, Hypothesis Testing, and Stable Learn-
mg 
In an AWl' rnoclcl, learning docs not occur when some winning F 2 activities a.rc stored in 
S'I'M. Instead activation of :F2 nodes rnay be interpreted as "rnaking a hypothesis" about an 
input at :F1. vVhen F 2 is activated, it quickly generates an output pattern that is t.ransrnittecl 
along the top .. down adaptive pathways from :Fz to :F1 . These top-clown signals are multiplied 
in their respective pathways by L'I'M traces at the semicircular synaptic knobs of Figure 2B. 
'T'hc J:l'M-gatcd signals from all the active F 2 nodes arc added to generate the total top-
clown fceclback pattern frorn F 2 to :F1 . 'I'his pattern plays the role of a learned expectation. 
Activation of this expectation may be interpreted as "testing the hypothesis", or "reading 
out the prototype", of the active :F2 category. As shown in Figure 2B, ARI' networks arc 
designed to match the "expected prototype" of the category against the bottom-up input 
pa.t.i,ern, or exemplar, to :F1. Nodes that arc aetiva.t.ccl by this exemplar are suppres;;ccl if they 
(i 
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clo not correspond to large I:rM traces in the top-down prototype pattern. 'I'hc rct:ultant 
F 1 pattern encodes the dut:ter of input featmet: that the network deems releva.nt to the 
hypothet:is based upon itt: past experience. 'fhis resultant activity pattern, called X* in 
Figure 2B, encodes the pattern of features to which the network "pays attention". 
If the expectation is close enough to the input exemplar, then a. state of resonaJJce de-
velop;; a.s the attentional focus takes hold. The pattem X* of attended features reactivates 
the :F2 category Y which, in tum, reactivates X*. The network locks into a resonant state 
through a positive feedback loop that dynamically links, or binds, X* with Y. Da.masio 
(1989) has used the term "convergence zones" to describe such a. resonant proc:cst:. Such res-
onances arc capable of binding spatially dit:tributed features into synchronous and coherent 
states, both in cortic:o-cortical and (.halamocortical feedback networks (Grossberg, 197Gb; 
Grossberg and Somers, 1991). 
Neurophysiologica.l data that arc consistent with the prediction that AKl'-likc resonances 
exist between LGN and Vl have recently been reported (Sillito, Jones, Gerstein, a.ncl West, 
1994). In particular, it was suggested in Grossberg (1980) that top-down corticogeniculate 
feedback would seledively amplify monocular LGN activations that are consistent with the 
oriented binocular eortica.l cells that activate the feedback, while inhibiting LGN cells that 
are not. In addition, top-clown feedback by itself, as in all AR'I' systems, was suggested not 
to be fully able to activate LGN cells. In support of this prediction, Sillito ei a!. (19911) 
reported that "cortically induced conelation of relay cell activity produces coherent firing 
in those groups of relay cells with receptive field alignments appropriate to signa.! the par-
ticular orientation of the rnoving contour to t.hc cortex ... this increases the gain of the 
input. for feature-linked events detected by the cortex ... the cortico-thala.rnic input i;; only 
strong enough to exert an effect on those LGN cells that are a.dditiona.lly polarized by their 
retina.! input. ... the feedback circuit searches for corrclationB that, support t,he 'hypothesis' 
represented by a particular pattern of cortica.l activity" (pp. 1179182). Cove, Grossberg, 
and Mingolla (1995) have shown how this type of corticogeniculate feedback and resonance 
can be u;;ed as part of a larger rnodel of cortical visual proccc;;;ing to simulate data about 
brightness perception and illusory contonrs. 
Similar AHT matching and resonance rules ha.vc been used to explain and predict behav-
ioral and brain data frorn other task domains. For example, Carpenter and Grossberg (199~1) 
have used All:!' rna.tching and resonance rules to explain data about visual object recogni-
tion and rnedial temporal amnesia (sec below). C:ovinda.ra.ja.n, Grossberg, Wyse, and Cohen 
(1994) have used AHT rnatching and rec;onancc rules to simulate auditory psychophysical 
data about acoustic source segregation when rnultiple sonrccs ha.nnonically overlap, as dnr-
ing a cocktail party. Grossberg, Boarclrna.n, a.ncl Cohen ( Ul94) have used Ail:!' matching and 
resonance rules to sinndatc psychophysical data about variable-rate speech categorization. 
Grossberg and Stone (l98Cia) have used such rules to explain data about lexical priming and 
decision making. Roberts, Aguilar, Bullock, and Grossberg (1994) have used AHT rnatch-· 
ing and resonance rules to explain neural data about rnultimoclal control of saccadic eye 
movements. Why should similar matching and resonance rules be used in oo many brain 
systems? 
AHT' shows how these matching and resonance rnles can be used to help solve the 
noise-saturation dilcrnma in any brain system tha.t dynarnically adjusts and maintains its 
pararnetcrs to cope with changing environmental conditions throughout life. 'J'he matched 
7 
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reoonant state, rather than bottom-up activation, is predicted to drive the learning process. 
'I'he resonant state persists long enough, at a high enough activity level, to activate the 
slower learning process; hence the term itda.ptive resonaDce theory. Arrr systems learn 
prototypes, rather than exemplars, because the attended feature vector X*, rather than the 
input exemplar itself, is learned. Both the bottom-up L'I'M traces that tunc the category 
nodes and the top-down L'I'M traces that filter the learned expectation learn to correlate 
activation of :F2 nodes with the set of all a.iiendecl X* vectors that they have ever experienced. 
'fhese attended S'I'M vectors assign less STlvl activity to features in the input vector I that 
mismatch the learned top-clown prototype V than to features that match V. Bottom-up 
activations that are not supported by large top-clown r;rM traces are hereby suppressed, 
and hence cannot dec;tabilizc the learning process. 
Prototype Learning and Exemplar Learning Using Vigilance Control 
A similar type of matching by similarity acrose; arrays of features has been used to 
quantitatively fit categorization data. from human subjects (Estes, 1994). Modele; of this 
type need to a.ssume that every input exemplar that a c;ubject has ever processed is stored. 
Such modele; fa.ce formidable problems of mernory storage and retrieval, and have not yet been 
Bhown capable of real-time autonomouB ca.(.egoriza.tion of complex databases. i\Rf models 
computationally elaborate the idea that humans learn prototype;; (Posner and Keele, 1968, 
1970), which save grea.t.ly on mernory reoources by allowing many cxernplars to be represented 
by a single category prototype. Al\:1' models have alw been used for real-time; autonomous 
categorization of complex databases (e.g., Asfour, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1995: Aofom 
ct al., HJ9~l; Bachelder, Waxman, and Seibert, 1993; Baloch and Waxrnan, 1991; Bradski 
ancl Grossberg, 199·1; Carpenter ci al., 1992; Carpenter, Grossberg, and Reynolds, 1991, 
1995; Carpenter and Ross, 1993; Carpenter and 'T'a.n, 199:l; Caudell, Smith, Escobedo, and 
Anderson, 1991; Dubrawski and Crowley, 1\)911; Gjerdingcn, 1990; Goodrnan ci al., 1992; 
Ilarn and Han, 199:3; Ilarvey, I 99:l; l<a.spcrkiewic:o, Racy,, a.nd Dubrawski, 199;1; Keyvan, 
Durg, and Habelo, 1993; Metha, Vij, ancl Ra.bclo, 199:3; iVloya, Koch, and Hoc;tetler, 1 99:3; 
Seibert and Waxman, 1 992; Suzuki, Abc, and Ono, I 994; Suy,uki, I 995; Wienke, Xie, and 
Ilopkc, UJ~H). 
Given that AHT systenrc; learn prototypes, how can they alw learn to rccogni:oc unique 
experienccB, such as a. particular view of a friend's face? 'I'he prototypes that arc learned 
by A n:r systems accornplish thic; by realizing a qua.Jita.tivcly different concept of prototype 
than that offered by previous rnodds. ln particular, AH1' prototypes l'onn in a way that. 
is designed to conjoint.ly maxirnizc category generalization while~ minimiy,ing predictive er--
ror (Carpenter, C:roc;sberg, and Reynolds, 1991; Carpenter ci al., 1992). As a result, An:r 
prototype:; can automa.t.ica.Jly learn individual exemplars when environmental conditions re-
quire highly selective discrirninations to be rnade. Ilow the matching process achieves this 
is discussed below. 
First, let us consider what happens if the misrnatch between bottom-up and top-down 
infonnation is too great for a. resonance to develop. 'I' hen the :F2 category is quickly reset. am! 
a memory search for a better category is initiated. 'fhis combination of top--down rnatching, 
attention focusing, and memory search is what stabilizes i\HT learning and mernory in 
an arbitrary input environment. 'fhe attent.ional focusing by top-down matching preventB 
inputB that represent irrelevant features at :F1 from eroding t.he mcrnory of previously learned 
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J;rM prototypes. In addition, the memory search resets :F2 categories so quickly when their 
prototype V mismatches the input vector I that the more slowly varying r;rM traces do not 
have an opportunity to correlate the attended :F1 activity vector X* with thern. Conversely, 
the resonant event, when it docs occur, maintains and amplifies the matched S'I'M activities 
for long enough and at high enough amplitudes for learning to occur in the ];J'jy[ traces. 
Whether or not a. resonance occurs depends upon the level of mismatch, or novelty, that 
the network is prepared to tolerate. Novelty is measured by how well a given exemplar 
matches the prototype that its presentation evokes. The criterion of an acceptable match is 
defined by a.n internally controlled parameter p called vigilance (Carpenter a.nd Grossberg, 
l987a., 1992). The vigilance parameter is computed in the orienting subsystem A; sec Fig-
ure 1. Vigilance weighs how similar an input exemplar I must be to a. top-clown prototype 
V in order for resonance to occur. Resonance occurs if piii-IX'I c; 0. 'I'his inequality says 
that the :F1 attentionaJ focus X* inhibits A more than the input I excites it. If A remains 
quiet, then an :F1 H :F2 resonance can develop and e<rtegory learning can ensue. 
Either a larger value of p or a. smaller match ratio IX'IIII-1 makes it harder to satisfy 
the resonance inequality. vVhen p grows so large or IX*IIII- 1 is so srnall that piii-IX*I > 0, 
then A generates an arousal bmst, or novelty wave, that resets the S'l'M pattern across :F2 
before new learning can occur, and initiates a bout of hypothesis testing, or memory search. 
During :ocarch, the orienting subsysten1 interact:,; with the attention a.! subsystem (Figures 2C 
and 2D) to rapidly re:oet mismatched categories and to select better :F2 representations with 
which to categori%c novel events at :F1, without risking unselcctivc forgetting of previons 
knowledge. Search rnay select a familiar category if its prototype is similar enough to the 
input to satisfy the resonance criterion. 'I'he prototype rnay then be relined by a.ti.cntional 
focusing before learning occurs. If the input is too different fron1 any previously learned 
prototype, then an unconnnitl.ecl population of F 2 cells is selected and learning of a new 
category is initiated. 
llecausc vigilance can vary across learning trials, recognition categories capable of en-
coding widely difl'ering degrees of generalization or abstraction can be lca.rncd by a single 
i\1{1' :;ystern. Low vigilance leads to broad generalization ancl abstract prototypes. High 
vigi.lancc leads l.o narrow generalization and to prototypes l.lra.(. represent fewer input excrn-
pla.rs, even a single cxernplar. 'fhus a single AHI' systenr rnay be used, ;;ay, to learn abstract 
prototypes with which to recognize abstract categories of faces and clogs, as well as "exem-
plar prototypes" with which to recognize individual faces and dogs. A single system can 
learn both, as the need arises, by increasing vigilance just cnongh to activate A if a. previous 
categorization leads to a prcdicti vc error (Carpenter cl a!., 1 ~J92; Carpenter, Grossberg, ancl 
Hcynolcls, 1991 ). 
Corticohippocampal Interactions and Medial Temporal Amnesia 
As sequencc:s of inputs arc practiced over learning trials, the search process eventually 
converges upon ;:table categories. It. has been rnathcnratically proved (Carpenter and Gross-
berg, 1987a, 19~J2) that familiar inputs directly access the category whose prototype provides 
the globally best match, without requiring a search. 'J'his property helps to explain how we 
can recognize familiar objects so qnicldy, even though we may know about many other things. 
Unfamiliar inputs continne to engage the orienting subsystem to trigger rncmory searches 
for bcU.er categories until they becornc fa.rnilia.r. New categories can continnc to fonn until 
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the rnemory capacity is fully utilized. Mcrnory capacity is determined by the number of 
category nodes in Fz, which can be chosen to be as large as one desires without degrading 
system perforrnance. 
'I'he process whereby search is automatically disengaged is a form of memory consolida-
tion that emerges frorn network interactions. 'I'his type of "emergent consolidation" does not 
preclude structural consolidation at individual cells, since the amplified ancl prolonged ac-
tivities tha,t subservc a resonance may be a trigger for learning-dependent cellular processes, 
such as protein synthesis and transrnitter production. 
The a\.i.entional subsystem of AH.:I' has been used to model aspects of inferotemporal 
(J'I') cortex, and the orienting subsystem models part of the hippocampa.l system. T'he 
interpretation of Air!' dynamics in terms of lT cortex led Miller, Li, and Desimone (1991) 
to successfully test the prediction that cells in monkey l'I' cortex are reset after each trial 
in a working memory task. 'J'o illn0trate the irnplications of an AH'I' interpretation of 1'1'-
hippocampal interactions, Carpenter ancl Groos berg (I 99:3) have described how a lesion of the 
ARI' moclel'0 orienting subsystern creates a formal memory disorder with syrnptorns much 
like the medial ternporal a.rnne0ia that is caused in animals ancl patient liM after hippocampal 
syst0~m lesions. In particular, such a lesion in vivo causes unlimited anterograde amnesia; 
lirnited retrograde amnesia; failure of consolidation; tendency to learn the first event in a 
series; abnorrnal reactions to novelty, including perscvcrative reactions; normal priming; and 
normal information processing of familiar events (Cohen, 19811; Graf, Squire, and Mandler, 
1981; Lynch, McGaugh, and Weinberger, 1984; Squire and Butters, 1984; Squire and Cohen, 
1984; Warrington and Wciskrantz, 19711; Zola-Morgan and Squire, I~JDO). 
Unlimited anterograde amnesia occurs because the network cannot carry out the memory 
search to learn a new recognition code. Limited retrograde annwsia occurs because familiar 
events can directly access correct recognition codes. Before events become farniliar, rnernory 
consolidation occurs which utilizes t.he orienting snbsystern (Figure 1C). This failure of con-
solidation docs not necessarily prevent learning per· sc. lnstead, learning influences the first 
recognition category a.ct.iva.tcd by bottorn-up proccssin[!;, rnuch as "amnesics arc particularly 
strongly wedded to the first response they learn" (Gray, 1982, p. 25:l). l'crseverativc reactions 
ca.n occur bcca.usc the orienting snbsystern cannot reset sensory representations or top-down 
expectations that may be persistently misrna.tchcd by bottom-up cues. The inability t.o 
search rncrnory prevents AJ(f from discovering rnore appropriate stirnulus combinations to 
attend. Normal prirnini\ occurs because it is mediated by the attentional subsystcrn. 
Similar behavioral problems hcwc been identified in hippoca.mpect.orni7,cclrnonkcys. GaJ-
fan (Hl85) noted that fornix transection "irnpairs ability to change an established habit 
... in a. different set of circunrstances tha.t is sirnilar to the first ancl therefore liable to be 
confnsed with it" (p. 91 ). ln 1\HT, a defective orienting subsystenr prevents the rncmory 
search whereby difFerent representations could be learned for similar events. Pribra.rn (198G) 
called snell a. process a "competence for recombinant context-sensitive processing" (p. :362). 
'I'hcse AH'f mechanisms illnsi.ra.te how rnemory consolidation and novelty detection rnay be 
mediated by the sarne neural structures (Zola.-Morga.n and Squire, 1990), why hippocampec-
tomizccl rats have clifllculty orienting to novel cues (O'Keefe a.ncl Nadel, 1978), and why there 
is a progressive reduction in novelty-related hippocampal potentials as learning proceeds in 
normal ra.t.s (Deadwyler, West, and Lynch, UJ79; Deadwyler, \Vest., and Robinson, 1981). In 
1\Il:l', the orienting systern is a.utornatica.lly disengaged as events become familiar during the 
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memory consolidation process. 
AHT properties hereby provide an alternative to the popular hypothesis that the hip-
pocampal formation somehow temporarily stores recognition codes from all sensory modali-
ties before the temporal cortex can more permanently do so (Eichenbaum, Otto, and Cohen, 
1991; Ivlarr, 1971; McClelland, McNaughton, and O'Reilly, I 994; Milner, 1989). This hy-
pothesis faces formidable obstacles as soon as one seriously tries to model how such a process 
could work. For example, how could the hippocampal system rapidly store all the information 
that one can recall after seeing an exciting movie? McClelland, McNaughton, and O'Reilly 
(1994) admit that their model cannot do this. In fact, not only is fast learning impossible, 
but also "the sequential acquisition of new data ... can lead to catit.simphic interferences 
with what has previously been learned". Only if learning is slow and carefully interleaved 
on sufliciently small and regular databases can it occur at all in this type ol' model. Such a 
model fails to solve the stability-plasticity dilemma. Grossberg and Merrill (1995) provide a 
comparative analysis of the AH1' corticohippocampal model of medial temporal amnesia with 
alternative amnesia models, both in terms of their explanatory power and their plausibility 
as neural rnec:ha.nisms. 
A Prediction About How Corticohippocampal Interactions Control the Speci-
ficity of Learned Prototypes 
'l'he Alri' conception of tcmporal-hippocanrpal interactions suggests the following pre-
diction. Level :F2 properties may be cornpared with properties of cell ac:tiva.tiom; in infcro-
ternpora.l cortex (J'I') during recognition learning in rnonkeys. 'J'he ability of :F2 nodes to 
learn categories with dill'ercnt levels of genera.liy,ation clarifies how sorne l'J' cells can exhibit 
high specificity, such as ;;elcctivity to views of particular faces, while other cell;; respond to 
broader features of the animal's environment (Desinwne and Ungerleider, 1989; Gocbin c! 
a.l., 1991; Harries and Perrett, 1991; M i;;hkin, 1982; Mishkin and Appenzeller, HJ87; Perrett, 
Mi;;Uin, and Chitty, UJ87; Schwartz ct at., 198:3; Seibert and Waxrna.n, 1991 ). Moreover, 
when rnonkcys arc exposed to easy a,nd dif!icult discriminations (Spitzer, Desimone, and 
Moran, 1988), "in tlw difficult condition the anirna.ls adopted a stricter internal criterion for 
discriminating matching from nonrna.tching stimuli ... the anirnal;;' internal representations of 
the stimuli were better separated, independent of the criterion used to discrirninate them ... 
incrca;;cd cii'ort appears to cause enhancernent of the responses and sharpened ;;electivity 
for attended stimuli" (pp. ~l:l9 <HO). 'l'he;;e arc also properties of rnodcl cells in :F2 due to 
the role of vigilance control. AHT prototypes represent smaller sets of cxe1nplar:o at higher 
vigilance levels, so a stricter matching criterion i;;lcarnecl. 'I'hesc exemplars match their finer 
prototypes better than clo exemplars which rnatch a coarser prototype. 'J'his better match 
more ;;trongly activates the corresponding :F2 nodes. 
This property suggests that operations which make the novelty-related potentials of the 
hippocampus more sensitive to input change;; may trigger the formation of rnorc selective in-
l'erot.emporal recognition categories. Can such a correlation between I'I' discrimination and 
hippocampal potentials be recorded, say, when monkeys learn easy and difficult discrim-
inations? Conversely, operations that progressively block the expression of hippocampal 
novelty potentials arc suggested to cause learning of coarser recognition categories, with 
amnesic syrnptoms as a. limiting case. 
'I'he conclusion that no learning occurs in the AH1' orienting sy;;t.em docs not force 
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the theory to deny that some types of learning do occur in the hippocampa.l system. The 
model suggests that these learning processes are involved in aclaptively timed modulation of 
reinforcement learning and aspects of spatial orientation, as discussed below. 
A Framework for Temporal Learning 
Before providing this discussion, it is appropriate to comment upon how an AH1'-based 
system conic! rapidly learn the informa.tion in a movie. Such an analysis requires that 
the processes whereby individual events arc recognized and recalled are supplerncnted by 
processes involved in the learning and recognition of temporally ordered sequences, or lists, 
of events. There are many levels on which this class of problems could be approached, 
and it seems fair to say that no available theory proposes a. complete explanation of this 
competence. On the other hand, the critique of alternative models has been made on the 
level of their inability to rapidly and stably learn large amounts of information, notably 
temporally ordered information. 'fhis is not a. problem in an AKl'-basecl system. 
A framework for accornpli:;hing this was clescribccl in Gro:;:;berg (1978) nsing a. combina-
tion of ARI' category learning, working memories, temporal associative learning networks, 
and predictive feedback within the system. A great deal of work has since been clone to 
further carry ont this prograrn. For example, AH1'-basecl architectures, called VIEWNET 
systems, are capable of rapidly and stably learning to recognize 3-D objects by categorizing 
their 2-D views a.nd learning to associate their 2-D view categories with;).]) object categoric:; 
that are invariant nnclcr changes of familiar 2-D view (Bradski and Grossberg, 1994, 1995). 
Properties of these 2-D view and 3-D object category nodes rnay be compared with neural 
response:; frorn cli:;tinct cell popnlations in monkey inferotcmporal cortex (Logothctis e/. 1t.l., 
l99tl). 
The :J-D object categories rnay, in turn, be stored in a. working rnernory (Baclclcley, 198G; 
Grossberg, 1978) that can encode both object representations and their tempora.l order in 
S'I'i\11. 'I'his type of working rnernory is designee! so that its contents rnay rapidly a.nd stably 
be learned and categorized by another Air!' network, whose active node:; arc said to code 
li:;t categories. 'fhi;; list categorization process has been proved to retain its :;tability even 
as new inforrnation continncs to be stored in the working rncrnory throngh tirne (Bradski, 
Carpenter, and Gro:;:;bcrg, 1992, 1991; Cohen and Grossberg, 1986, 1987; Grossberg, 1978; 
Gro;;:;berg ancl Stone, 1986a). Interactions between such a. working rnernory ancl its list cat-
egories have been used to explain data from experiments about the sequential perforrna.nce 
of stored rnotor cornm<wcls (Boardman and Bullock, 1991; Gros:;berg and 1\uperstein, 1989), 
about error:; in serial item and order recall clue to rapid visual attention shifts (Grossberg 
ancl Stone, 1986a), about errors and reaction times during lexical prirning and episodic rnern-
ory experirnents (Gros:;bcrg and Stone, J986b), and about data concerning word superiority, 
phonemic restoration, and backward effects on speech perception (Cohen and Grossberg, 
1986; Grossberg, 1986). Such a working memory design thus secrns to be u:;ecl in :;everal 
rnoclalitics. 'fbi:; is plausible when one realizes that the design ernboclies a few sirnplc prin· 
ciples that enable its temporally evolving STM patterns to be stably categorized in J;J'M. 
'l'ernporal cortex provides a. likely neural su bstratc for such a working memory ( Colclrna.n· 
Rakic, 19~)!J). llcre, information from multiple sensory modalities converges and rnay inter-
act with subcortical reward mechanisms to sustain an attentiona.l focus upon salient goals 
(Gaffa.n, 1991; Knight, 19911). Can AJrr sy;;tem:; learn multinrodallist categories and focus 
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attention on predictively successful ones? 
Multimodal information distributed across a working memory may indeed be integrated 
into An:r categories (Asfour, 199~; /\;;four ct al., 1993). Such an AHT system, called Fusion 
AH'I'lv!AP, is designed to solve the credit assignment problem of selectively re~;etting those 
input channels that are causing predictive errors. In addition, AHT model;; of cognitive-
emotional interactions have been described to ~;uggest bow attention may be selectively 
allocated to event categories that have high salience due to prior reinforcement and how less 
salient events may be attentiona.lly blocked (Grossberg, 1975, 1982, 1984; Grossberg and 
Levine, 1987; Grossberg and Merrill, 1992); also sec below. They have also been u~;cd to 
explain and predict cognitive data about human decision making under risk as a manifesta-
tion of cognitive-emotional neural mechanisms (Grossberg and Gutowski, 1987), and to shed 
some light upon how the~;e cognitive-emotional interactions may break down during mental 
depression (Grossberg, 1972b, I 98;[). 
The motivationally modulated list categories may, in turn, be recurrently linked together 
by an associative lea.rning network that helps to predict the categories most likely to occur 
in a. given temporal context. Such networks have been used to model the position-dependent 
error gradients and learning rates that are observed during human verbal learning and to 
predict how this process breaks down in schizophrenic subject:; (Grossberg, 1969c, 1982b; 
Grossberg and Pcpe, 1970, 1971 ). Finally, the attended li:;t categoric:; may be used to 
predict the next image:; that are expected by the system, a. one-to-many process called 
out:;tar learning (Gros~>berg, 1968a, 1978, 1980). One po~;sible anatomical substrate of thi~; 
type of predictive learning is frontoternporaJ projections (Gaff an, l 994). 
Taken together, these architectural clenrcnts may be called a. resomwt ava.lanche. 'J'hi:; 
name acknowledge:; the role of resonance in stabilizing the learning process, and of the 
avalanche of temporal associa.t,ions in predicting the events that the system next expects to 
experience. (For a. sunnnary of avalanches at different levels of cornplexity, ~;ec Grossberg, 
1978.) AHhough the theory of resonant avalanches has not y1~t been completely developed, 
there are enough mathematical, cmnputational, a.n.d data ~>irnula.t.ion results available to 
conclude that. All:f sy:>tcms escape the critique of various other 1ncmory modeb that was 
proposed above. 
Adaptively Timed Cognitive-Emotional and Sensory-Motor Interactions 
Let us now return t.o the question of what sorts of learning arc predicted to occur in 
the hippocampal syst1~m by an AHT-based rnoclel. A:; in our remarks about fronVHe1npora.l 
interactions, thi;; di~;cu~;sion will include an analysis of isoucs concerning reinforcement and 
temporal processing. 'J'hc model fronto-temporal interactions that were reviewed above 
concern a type of mit.cm-timing that. integrates i11formation across a series of events. The 
model fronto-temporal-hippocampal interactions now to be discussed consider a type of 
Jnicm-tiining that calibrates how long rnotivated attention may be allocated to a. single 
predicted event.. 
Some authors (e.g., Eichcnbaurn, Otto, and Cohen, 1994) have dichotomized the reprc-
scntationa.l properties of hippoc:arnpa.l memory processing-namely, those relating to recogni-
tion learning and rncmory as being "orthogonal functional properties" from hippocampal 
tcrnporal processing properties. It. i:; unclear why a single brain st.rncturc shonlcl combine 
properties if they are indeed "orthogonal". 'J.'he adaptive timing model clcscrihecl below :>ng-
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gests how these representational and temporal processes may be linked. The timing model 
is part of a larger rnodel system that controls how cognitive-emotional and sensory-rnotor 
interactions are coordinated, including how classical and instrumental conditioning arc adap-
tively timed and modulated by cognitive recognition processes (Baloch and Waxman, 1991; 
Grossberg, 1971, 1972b, 1975, 1982a, 1987; Groc;sberg and Levine, HJ87; Grossberg and 
Merrill, HJ92; GnJssbcrg and Schma.juk, 1987). 
Figure 3 
'I'his cognitive-emotional model suggests that (at least) three types of internal repre-
sentation interact during conditioning: sensory reprec;enta.tions S, drive representations D, 
and motor representations M (Figure 3). 'I'he S representations are categorical thalamo-
cortical representations of external events, including the object recognition categories that 
are learned by IT cortex and linked to frontal cortex via fronto-temporal interaction;;. The 
D representations include hypothalamic and amygdala circuits, at which homeostatic and 
reinforcing cues converge to generate emotional reactions a.nd motivational decisions. 'I'he 
M representations include ccrebella.r circuits that control discrete adaptive responBeB. Three 
types of learning take place among these representations: S ~ D conditioned reinforcer learn-
ing that converts a CS into a reinforcer by pairing activation of its sensory representation S 
with activation of the drive representation D that receives input from a salient US or other 
conditioned reinforcer CS; D "' S incentive motivational learning whereby an activated drive 
representation D may learn to prime the sensory representations S of all cues, including CSs, 
that have comisLcntly been a.cl.iva.ted when it has; a.nd S ~ M habit, or motor, lcaming 
whereby the sensory-motor maps, vl~ctors, and gains that a.re involved in motor control may 
be adaptively calibrated. 
'I'hcse processc:i contribute to the modulation of declarative mernory by nrol.iva.tional 
feedback and to the learning and perfonna.nce of procedural rnernory. 'J'hus learned S -- D ._, 
S positive feedback quickly draws attention to rnotivationally salient cues and blocks acti·" 
vation of less salient cues via lateral inhibition a.rnong the S categories. D ~ S motivational 
feedback also energizes the release of discrete adaptive S ~ l'vf responses. Based on a theo-
retical analysis, the final comrnon path ol'l.hc drive representations D, al or a.l'tcr the stage 
a.t which motivational decisions arc rna.de, was predicted to intersect or be modulated by the 
hippocarnpal fonnation (Grossberg, 1975, 1982). In support of this prediction, 'fhornpson cl 
a!. (19S;J, 1987) have ;;hown that emotional conditioning (as in the S ~> D circuit) influences 
hippocampal sil.cs, whereas rnol.or conditioning (as in the S ~ M circuit) occurs within the 
ccrebcllurn. ln addition, hippocampal ablation a.l.tcnuatcs blocking (Rickert, lknnctt, Lane, 
and French, 1978; Schrnajuk, Spear, and Isaacson, 198:3; Solomon, 1977). Blocking fails 
in the model when D ~· S feedback ic; impaired, a.s follows. In the complete model, when 
the S population activities that categorize conditioned reinforcers are amplified by strong 
conditioned S 0 D ~ S attcntional feedback, they can block activation of other S popula-
tions viaS -+ S lateral inhibition. vVhcn D ·~ S fceclba.c:k is removed, amplification and it;; 
blocking efl'ect arc eliminated. Sec Grossberg and Levine (1987) for blocking simulations. 
'I'hesc rnodel properties clarify how damage to the hippoca.rnpal sy:otcm that involves both its 
drive-modulatory and orienting functions can result in either irnpaired or abnormally strong 
utilization of contextual cues (clue to a failure of S ~ D "_, S feedback to enhance salient 
cues), and a failure of flexible reset and memory search for appropriate cues to a.Uend (due 
to a failure of the orienting subsystem A to trigger these events). 
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Why should a single brain region, like the hippocampal system, rnodulate both recog-
nition learning and reinforcement learning? We suggest that this is so in part because the 
same adaptive timing and orienting proces;;es modulate both types of learning (Grossberg and 
Merrill, 1992; Grossberg and Schmajuk, l 989). This linkage clarifies how the hippocampal 
system may mediate tasks like delayed non-match to sample (DNMS) wherein both temporal 
delays and novelty-sen:oitive recognition processes are involved (GaiTan, 19711; Mishkin and 
Delacour, 1975). 'I'he proposed adaptive timing and orienting properties of the hippocam-
pal system are envisaged to cooperate in the following way. As shown in Figures :l and 4, 
S ~ D ~ S feedback can rapidly focus attention on motivationally salient cues, as inhibition 
from D to the orienting subsystem inhibits orienting reactions that would otherwise occur 
in response to irrelevant situational cues. 'I'he inhibition from D to the orienting subsystern 
helps to model competition between consummatory and orienting behaviors (Stacldon, 198:1). 
Another process is, however, needed to prevent the prcrnature reset of attention by poten-
tially distracting irrelevant cues during variable task-specific delays. For example, suppose 
that an animal inspects a food box right after a. signa] occurs that has regularly predicted 
food delivery in six seconds. When the animal inspects the food box, it perceives the nonoc-
currence of food during the subsequent six seconds. 'I'hese nonoccurrenccs clisconfinn the 
animal's sensory expectation that food will appear in the magazine. Because the perceptual 
processing cycle that processes this sensory information occurs at a much faster rate than 
six ;;econcls, it can compute this sensory disconfinnation rna.ny times before the six second 
delay has elapsed. Why is not the rnisma.tch between the learned expectation of food and 
the percept of no-food treated like a predictive failure? Why, as often occurs when a previ-
ously rewarded cue is no longer rewarded, docs the mi;;match not trigger reset ol" att.cntion, 
l"rustra.tion, forgeUing, and exploratory behavior? vVere this to happen, humans and anirnals 
would restlessly explore their environrnents without. being able to wait for delayed rewards. 
'fhc central issue is: What. spares the anirnal frorn erroneously reacting to these cxpederl 
nonoccwTcncc,o of food during the first six seconds as predictive failures? Why docs the 
aninra.l not irnrncdiat.dy becorne 00 frustrated by the nonoccurrence of food that it shifts 
its aHentiona.l focus ancl releases exploratory behavior aimed at finding food sorncwhcre 
else? Alternatively, if the animal docs wait, but food does not appear after the six seconds 
have elapsed, why docs the animal then react to the unexpected rwnoccurrencc of food by 
becorning frustrated, shifting it;; attention, ancl releasing exploratory behavior? 
Grossberg aml Schmajuk ( 1989) and Grossberg and Merrill (1992) argued that a. prirnary 
role of the timing rncchanism is to inhibit, or gate, the procc;;s whereby a. disconfinncd 
expectation wendel otherwise negatively reinforce previous consrnrnnatory behavior, shift 
attention, and release exploratory behavior. 'fhe process of registering sensory misnratchcs 
or matclws is not itself inhibited; if the food happened to appear earlier than expected, the 
anirua.l could ;;till perceive it and cat. lnstcacl, the effects of these sensory rnisrnatchcs upon 
reinforcement, attention, and exploration are inhibited. 
Spectral Timing in the Hippocampus and Deficits due to its Removal 
In order to rcali?-c this property,. we sugge;;ted that a "spectral timing" circuit S ~ T 
operates in parallel with the fast S ~ D ~ S emotional conditioning circuit (Figure 4) to 
maintain attention on salient cues during variable task-specific delays. Dill"crent popula-
tions of cells in 'I' can be conditioned to respond selectively to difFerent lSI intervals. 'I'he 
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total population output surns the output from all cells in the spectrum. Rernarkably, this 
population response accurately model;; the IS!, even though no single cell does (Figure 5). 
Learned S ~ ·r timing maint1rins inhibition of the orienting ;;ub;;ystem and, in the example 
noted above, enables attention to be maintained on motivationally salient goal-rela.tecl cum 
within the 6 ;;cconcl delay. If food doc;; not occur even after 6 or more seconds have elap;;ecl, 
then the adaptive timing circuit becomes quiet, and subsequent ART' rnismatches can trigger 
a.(.tentional reset, frustration, forgetting, and exploration in a manner modeled in Grossberg 
(1987). 
We predicted in Grossberg and Merrill (I 992) that this spectral timing circuit 'I' exists 
in the hippocampal dentate-CA3 region in order to explain neurophysiological data showing 
that hippocampal CA~l pyramidal cell firing often mirrors the temporal delays observed in 
the conditioned nictitating rnembrane response (Berger, Berry, and Thompson, 1986). We 
suggested that subsets of hippocampal dentate cells respond a.t different rates to generate 
the spectral representation that controls the ada.ptively timed population response at CA:l 
pyramidal cells. Nowak and Berger (1992) have reported experimental evidence that is 
consistent with this prediction. 
Figure 1 
If the hippocampal system is removed, should a.nirnals and hurna.ns always ha.ve problems 
with DNNIS and related tasks that involve stinrulu:; delays? Jn the rnodcl, when the timing 
circuit ·r is rcnrovcd, attention rnay more easily be clistractccl frorn goal objects during 
task-related delays. On the other ha.ncl, if the orienting subsystem is also rernoved, then 
flexible reset of attention in response to novel events is irnpaired, thereby eliminating a. key 
mechanisrn whereby a. distracting event could underrnine performance. lf the a.ttcntional 
system remains intact, then direct activation of incliviclua.l recognition codes in response 
to a familiar event is still possible, and the matching process per Be can partially update 
short term memory. However, the network can no longer flexibly search for the proper 
configuration of targets to attend, especially in the presence of complex spatial layouts that 
include distracting cues. 'fhe lack or· timed control over variable c!cla.ys can thus hann 
behavior nrorc when it, is necessary to shift attention among different sets of cues. Gafl'an 
(1992) has described analogous data fronr hippocarnpectonriY-cd monkeys. 
Both DNMS pcrforrnance at brief clc~la.ys and single-pa.ir object discrirnination leaming 
with brief' intc:rtrial interval:; arc spared in hippocarnpal subjects (Eichenbaum, Otto, and 
Cohen, 19~H). Jn tbc model, this is also true because the fast S _, ]) ~ S attentional 
circuit remains intact. Long intcn:tirmrlus clcla.ys, say of a day, also spare the performance 
of animals in sonre conditions (Mishkin, Malamut, and Bachcvalier, 198~). 'l'hcse results 
have led some investigators to claim that the hippoca.m pal systern su bscrvcs a. rnernory 
;;tore of inl.errncclia,(c duration (Eichenbaurn, Otto, and Cohen, 1994). As noted above, how 
the hippocampal ;;ystcrn could create such a representation before it is transferred to the 
appropria.\.C', neocortical representations across several modalities has never been explained, 
and faces serious conceptual difficulties. 
'I'he Arrr model does not neccl to posit any such hippocampal memory store. At short 
delays, the fast feedbackS~ D ~ S system helps to focus attention on motivationally salient 
objects and to initiate attentional blocking. 'fhe failure of blocking at intcnnecliate delays 
due to removal of the S ~ ·r circuit leads to abnonnally strong utiliY-ation of contextual cues. 
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This processing failure causes little problem at long delays because potentially disruptive 
cues, being so widely separated in time, decay before they can compete for attention. These 
properties can be inferred from the model sirnulations of blocking by Grossberg and Levine 
(1987). It bas not, to our knowledge, yet been tested whether the spectral timing circuit that 
is proposed to exist in dcntate--CA3 plays the role described above in the DNMS paradigm. 
Figure 5 
Spectrally Timed Gain Control in the Cerebellum 
Why is adaptive timing also needed in the motor conditioning circuit? This need is 
clarified by the fact that the S ~ D ~ S circuit focuses attention quickly on motivationally 
salient cues and can thereby just as quickly activate the motor circuit (Figure 3). Without 
adaptive timing within the rnotor circuit itself, the conditioned response could be prema-
turely released. 'I'hus the clear survival advantage of attending quickly to motivationa.lly 
important sensory events could disrupt the properly timed execution of responses contingent 
upon these events. 'I'he rnodcl suggests that this problem does not occur during normal 
behaviors because the hippocampal clenta.te-CAil circuit and the cerebellar motor circuit 
arc both a.daptivcly timed. These distinct. timing functions have been dissociated through 
ablation (Ebner and Bloedel, 1981; Gilbert and Thach, 1977; Optican and H.obinson, 1980; 
Thornpson, 1988; 'fhompson el a!., 1981, 1987) and lSI shift experiments during which the 
peak tirne of the hippocampal trace can change before tho peak time of the discrete adap·· 
tive response (Hoehlcr and 'I'hornpson, HJ80). 'I'hc rnoclcl suggests that orienting responses 
rnay be inhibited by the hippocampal clentate-CA:l tirning circuit during the sarne time in-
tervals when conditioned responses are clisinhibited by the cerebellar timing circuit. 'l'his 
coordinated action extends the classical idea that consunrmatory and orienting responses arc 
rnntua.lly inhibitory. 
Recent experiments on conditioning Uw rabbit NiVIH. suggest that response learning OC·· 
curs within a subcortical cerebellar pathway, whereas response tirning occurs within the 
cerebellar cortex (Perrett, H.uiz, and l'v!auk, 199:l). H the cortical tirning circuit is ablated, 
then nrotor responses arc, indeed, prcnra.turcly released. 'l'lrcse expcrirnental results arc 
consistent with the classical hypothc.sis that a fast cerebellar rnotor pathway here inter-
preted to be subcortical (Liobergcr, 1988) can learn a conditioned gain appropriate to the 
response using climbing fiber inputs as a. teaching signal (i\lbns, 1971; Fujita, 1982a, UJ82b: 
C:rossberg, 1969a, 19G9b; Grossberg and 1\upcrstcin, HJ8G; Marr, 1969). 
We hypothesize, in addition., that adaptive tinring is l(~arncd by a. spectral timing circ:uii 
in which parallel fibcr-Purkinje cell cortical synapses usc clirnbing fiber inputs as a. teaching 
signal (Figure G). In this conception, cortical learning opens a timed gate by rernoving 
Pnrkinje cell inhibition frorn subcortical sites. As the timed gate opens, the subcortical 
rnotor pathway can read-out its learned gain with the correctly tirncd lSI between CS and 
US. Learned snpprcssion of Purkinje croll output may be accomplished by conditioned long 
term depression, or r;rJ) (Boehler and 'l'hompson, 1980; Ito, 19811). Eight key data properties 
have been sirnulatcd by this model (Bullock, Fiala, and Grossberg, 1994): Model Purkinjc cell 
activity decreases in the interval following the onset of the CS, rnodcl nuclear cell responses 
match CR topography, CR peak amplitude occurs at the US onset, a discrete CR peak shift 
occurs with a change in IS! between CS and US, mixed training a.(. two different ISis produces 
a double-peaked en, peak CR acquisition and response rates depend unimodally on the lSI, 
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CR onset latency decreases during training, and maladapLively-timed small-amplitude CRs 
result from ablation of cerebellar cortex. 
Figure 6 
Some striking cellular and circuit homologs exist between these rnodel cerebellurn and 
hippocampal Liming mechanisms. Both control a.n inhibitory gate tha.t modulates another 
learning process, and both occur on dendrites whose summed output across a spectrum of 
rate-sensitive cell sites detennines the collective timed response. T'hese sirnilarities suggest 
the prediction that both the hippocampa.l dentate cell and cerebellar Purkinje cell dendrites 
may undergo similar biophysical events during conditioning. 
Cooperative Hippocampal and Cerebellar Timing During Serial Compound Con-
ditioning 
How do the bippocampa.l and cerebellar timing circuits cooperate during timed behav-
iors? We illustrate such cooperation below by explaining paradoxical data about serial 
compound conditioning, during which a sequence CS 1 -CS2 US of two CS's precedes a US 
(Kehoe and Morrow; 1984; Kehoe eta!., 1979, 1987). Robust serial compound conditioning 
to CS1 can occur even if primary CS 1 -US conditioning at the sarne lSI, in the absence of 
CS 2 , is ineffective. 'I'his happens, for example, if the CS 1 CS2 lSI = 2400 rnsec and the 
CS2 US lSI= 1100 msec (f<ehoe and Morrow, 1984). How docs the occurrence of CS2 enable 
CS 1 to bridge the 2800 msec lSI before US occurs? 
We suggest that CS2 can reactivate the sensory representation S1 of CS 1 via. the drive 
representation D along the feedback pathway CS 1 -~ S1 ~ D ___ , S2, and thereby restart the 
sj ~'I' ancl sl ~ iVl timing circuits. In particular, Oil the first learning trial, the activity o[ 
S 1 docs not persist until US occurs, but t.he activity of S2 does. As a. result, S2 ~ D and 
D __ , S2 conditioning start to occur. On later learning trials, S1 is active when CS2 occurs. 
Thus S1 is active when S2 activates D. S1 can hereby also learn to a.ctiva.(.e D, and D can be 
reciprocally conditioned to both S1 and S2 via the D ~ S1 and D _, S2 feedback pathways. In 
this way, activation of D by CS 2 reactivates S1 and restarts its timing circuits, so tha.t they 
are active when tbe US occurs. As a result, S1 ~ M conditioning of the NMR is possible, 
but is releasee! earlier than the 2800 mc;cc lSI between CS 1 a.nd US. 
'I'his explanation cla.rifics why, i[ Uw lSI between CS 1 a.nd CS2 is short enough, then CS 2 
elicits less NlvlR conditioning than it does when it is conditioned to the US at the same IS! 
without the occurrence of CS 1 (Kehoe e! a!., 1979). If the CS 1 CS2 delay is short enough, 
S1 ca.n partially block S2 because S 1 ~ D ~~ S1 feedback is still strong when CS2 occurs. 
Conversely, if the total CS 1 US lSI is increased, then CS2 can elicit more NMH conditioning 
than it would in the absence of CS 1. Here, S1 's activity subsides by the time S2 occurs, but 
it primes D with residual activity that can amplify S2 ~ D ___ , S2 and S2 ~ 'l' conditioning 
when CS 2 and US occur. Kehoe el al. (J9CJ:3) have shown that a spectral timing model can, 
inclcccl, be used to simulate key properties of serial cmnpouncl conditioning data. 
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PART II 
START: A Unified Model of Adaptive Timing and Conditioned Reinforcer Learn-
mg 
The hippocampal adaptive timing model depicted in Figure !J will now be mathemat-
ically defined. It combines Spectral 'I'iming mechanisms with mechanisms from Adaptive 
Resonance Theory. Hence it is called the S'I'ARI' model (Grossberg and Merrill, 1992). The 
S'I'AHT model builds upon a previous rnodel of reinforcement learning whose proces;;ing 
stages have been compared with behavioral and neural data in a series of previous articles. 
Here we provide just enough review and exposition to define the model and to compare it;; 
emergent properties with illustrative data. 
Although the model is helpful for the explanation of both classical and operant concli-
tioning data, here each conditionable sensory event is called a conditioned stimulus, or CS. 
'I'he i1h sensory event is denoted by CS;. Event CSi activates a population of cells that 
is called the i1h sensory representation Si (Figure 'l). Another population of cells, called a 
drive representation D, receives a. cornbina.tion of sensory, reinforcement, and lronrcosta.tic 
(or drive) stimuli. H.einforccrncnt lca.rning, emotional reactions, a.ncl motivatiorra.l decisions 
arc controlled by D (Grossberg, 1971, 1972a, J982b). In particnlar, a reinforcing event, snch 
as an unconditioned stimulus, or US, is capable of activating D. 
Various authors have invoked representations ana.logous to drive representations. Bower 
and his colleagues have called thenr emotion nodes (Bower, 1981; Bower, Gilligan, and 
Monteiro, .UJ81) and Barto, Sutton, and Anderson (198:3) have called tlrem adaptive critic 
clements. During conditioning, presentation of a CS; before a US causes activation of Si 
followed by activation of D. Such pairing causes strengthening of the adaptive weight, or 
long term mern.ory trace, in the modifiable synapses frorn S; to D. 'I'lris learning event 
converts CS; into a conditioned reinforcer. Conditioned reinforcers hereby acquire the power 
to activate D via tire conditioning process. 
In tire S'J'AH'f rnodel, reinforccnrcnt lea.rnin!\ in Si ~· D pathways is supplcnwnted by a 
parallel learning process that is concerned with a.cla.pt.ive tirning. As shown in Figure 1, both 
of these learning processe;; output to D, which in turn inhibits the population of cells in the 
orienting subsy;;tcrn A. 'l'he orienting subsystcrn is a. sonrce of nonspeciJic arousal signal;; 
that are capable of initiating frustrative emotional reactions, attention shifts, and orienting 
re;;ponses. The inhibitory pathway fronr D to A is the ga.t.e that prevents these events from 
occurring. 
Limited Capachy Short, Term Memory 
'l'he sensory representations S; cornpcte for a. limited capacity, or Jlnite total amount, of 
activation. Winning populations are sa.id to be stored in short term nrernory, or S'l'M. 'fire 
ccnnpctition is carried out by an on-center off-surround interaction anrong the populations 
S,. 'l'he property of S'l'M storage is achieved by using recurrent, or feedback, pathways 
a.rnong the populations. A tendency to select winning populations is achievccl by using 
membrane equations, or shunting interactions, l.o define each population's activation, and a 
proper choice of feedback signals between populations (Crossbcrg, 1973, l982b). Expressed 
mathematically, each CS; activates an S'I'M representation Si whose activity 8; obeys the 
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shunting on-center off-surround competitive feedback equation: 
~~~8; = -rr;tS'; + ,6;1(1- S;)(J;(i) + fs(S;)) -1118; 'E,fsC'h). 
kol• 
(2) 
In (2), !;(/.) is the input that is turned on by pre0enta.tion of CS;. 'I'erm -aASi deocribes 
pa0sive decay of activity 8;. 'I'erm ,6!l(l-- S;)(I;(t) + fs(S';)) describes the excitatory effect 
on S; of the input l;(t) and the feedback signal fs(S;) from populationS; to itself. Activity 
8; can continue to grow until it reaches the excitatory satmation point, which is scaled to 
equall in (2). Tenn -o11 S;'£fs(Sk) de0cribes inhibition of S'; by competitivcsignal0 fs(.'h) 
koli 
from the o!I-r;urrouncl of popula.tionr; k 1= i. Figure 7 summarizes a. computer simulation of 
how a brief CS 1 gives rise to a. sustained S'I'Jvl activation 81, which is partially inhibited by 
corn petition from 80's activation in rc0ponse to a US. The signal function fs may be chosen 
to have any of the several forms without qualitatively altering model properties. In this 
chapter, the simple threshold-linear half-wave rectification function 
f(w) = [w- p]+ = max(w- fc,O) (a) 
is used, except in equation (9) below, which uses a 0igrnoid, or S-sha.pecl, signal function. 
Figure 7 
/Jrive Represent.at;ion 
'I'hc cmnputer simulations reported herein usc only a ;;inglc drive representation D. Ex--
planations of data arising frorn cornpcting drive representations arc di0cussed in Grossberg 
(I 9811, 1987). T'he activity f) of the drive representation D obeys the equation 
(4) 
In ('1), term -oDD describes the passive decay of activity JJ. Term f3JJ'E,lo(S';)C; describes 
' the total excitatory effect of all the sensory rcprcsentation0 S; on D. ln this term, the :;ignal 
function fn is chosen as in (:l), and C; is the ada.pt.ive weight, or long term mcrnory (I;rM) 
trace, in the pathway lrorn the sensory representation S; of CS; to the drive representation 
D. 'J'his ];I'M trace is denoted by C; because its size measmcs how well S; can activate D, 
and thus how CS; (i? 1) has lwcornc a conditioned reinforcer through learning. Because C; 
muHiplicB fi;(S';), a large activation of S', will have a. negligible effect. on D if C; is small, 
and a large effect on D if C; is large. CoefFicient C0 is set equal to a large value from tbe 
start because it enables the US to activateD via its 0cnsory reprcocntation S0 . 'I'enn "!JJR 
describes the total output of the spectral tirning circuit l.o D. Output H. is defined in (12). 
Figure Sc sumrnarizcs a computer simulation in which the activity D responds to CS 
and US signals after 50 conditioning trials. Figures Sa and 8b surnrnarize the corresponding 
S'I'i\'I traces S1 of the CS and Sn of t.he US, respectively. 
-Figure 8 
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Condit;ionecl Reinforcement 
The adaptive weight c, that calibrates conditioned reinforcement obeys a gated learning 
law (Grossberg, 1969b): 
~~~ C; = ocS;( -C; + /Jc(J- C;)fc(D)). (5) 
Learning by C; is turned on and off by the signal 8; from S;, which thus acts like a learning 
gate, or modulator. Once turned on, C; performs a. time-average of activity at the drive 
representation D via the signal fc(D), which is chosen as in (:J). Activity C1 cannot exceed 
the finite value 1, clue to the :;hunting tcrrrr 1 - C;. The value of C; can both increase and 
decrease during the couroe of learning. The remaining equations of the model describe the 
adapti vc timing process. 
Activation Spectrum 
The S'fAHT model is said to control "spectral" timing because each drive representation 
D is associated with a population of cell site:> whose rnembcrs react at a spectrum of rates ri. 
Neural populations whose elements arc di:;tributccl along a temporal or spatial parameter are 
familiar throughout the nervous system. Two examples arc populations of spinal cord cells 
that obey the size principle (Henneman, HJ57, 1985), ancl the Bpatial frequency-tuned cells of 
the visual cortex (Jones and Kcck, 1978; Musselwhite and Jeffreys, 1985; Parker and Salzen, 
l977a, l977b; Parker, Salzcn, and Lishman, l982a, 1982b; Plant, Zurnrnern, and Dmden, 
HJ83; Skrandics, 1981; Vaooilev, iVlanahilov, and iV!itov, 1983; Vassilcv and Strashirnirov, 
1979; vVilliarnoon, Kaufman, and Brenner, HJ78). 
'J'hc spectral activitie:; :c;.i that are a:;sociated with drive representation D aml activated 
by :;cnoory reprcBcntation S; obey the equation 
(Ci) 
where f, satislie:; (:l). By (2) and (6), presentation or· CS; to S'; via <Ul input f; generates 
an output ;;ignal f,(S;) that activates the local potentials :r;.i of all cell Bites in the target 
population. Tire. potcntia.Js :r:;.i n:sponcl at rates proportion a.! to Tj, j = l, 2, ... , n .. 'l'hcsc 
potentials activate the next processing stage via signalo 
(7) 
Signal f(:l:;j) is a sigrnoid function of activity :~:,.7. Figure 5a. shows the activation spectrurn 
f(:r:;.i(l)) that arises frorn presentation of CS; to 8; via input I; in (2), using a choice of rate 
para1netcrs r'.i in (6) which range from 10 (fast) to 0.0025 (slow). 
llahit,uativc 'll'an.sinitt,cr Spectrum 
Each spectral activation signal f(:t;.i) interacts with a habituative chcrnical transrnitter 
Yi.i via tire equation 
(8) 
According to equation (8), the anrount of neurotransrnittcr Yi.1 accunnrlatcs to a constant 
target level I, via tcnn n 11 (1 -Y;.i), and is inactivated, or habitualx\s, due to a mass action 
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interaction with signal f(:D;j), via term -f3vf(:E;j)1/ii· 'l'he different rates r1 at which each 
.1:;i is activated causes the corresponding 1/ij to becorne habituated at different rates. CI'hc 
family of cmves 1/ij(t.), j = 1, 2, ... , n, is called a. habituation spectrum. 'l'he signal functions 
f(:r;j(l)) in Figure 5a generate the habituation spectrum of 1/ij(i) cmves in Figure 5b. 
Gated .'Jjgna.J 8pectnzm 
Each signal f(x:;i) interacts with 1/ii via mass action. 'I' his process is also called g<ct.ing 
of f(.?:;i) by 1/ij to yield a net signal rlij that is equal to .f(J:;1)1Jii· Each gated signal .9ij(i) = f( x:;.i ( i) )!Jill) has a different rate of growth a.nd decay, thereby generating the gated signal 
spectrum shown in Figure 5c. In these curves, each function rlij(t) is a unimodal function of 
time, where function g;j(t.) achieves its maximum value: M;.J at time 'Tjj, T;.i is an increasing 
function of i, and M;j is a decreasing function of j. 
'I'hese laws for the dynarnic:; of a chemical transmitLcr were described in Grossberg 
(HJ68b, 1969a). 'J'bey captmc the simplest first-order properties of a number of known 
transmitter regulating steps (Cooper, Bloom, and Roth, HJ74), such as transrnitter pro-
duction (term cr 11 ), feedback inhibition by a.n intermediate or final stage of production on 
a former stage (term -cryyj), and mass action transmitter inactivation (term -f311 f(x:j)Y,1). 
Alternatively, they can be described as the voltage drop across an H.C circuit, or the current 
flow through an appropriately constructed transistor circuit. 'l'hcse properties are sufficient 
to explain the article's targeted data, so finer transmitter processes, such as tra.nsmittcr 
rnobilintion effects, are not considered herein. 
Spectra} Lea.rning _La.w 
Learning of spectral timing obeys a gated steepest descent equation 
~~~Z;j = o,,f(:t:;j)Yij(-z;j + N), (9) 
where !V is the Now Print signal that is below defined in (10). Each long tcrnz memory 
(LTM) (race z;.J in (9) is activated by its own sarnpling signal.%= f(:r;1)l!ij· 'J'he sarnpling 
:;ignal .IJij turns on, or g:lf.cs, the learning proccs:;, and cmr;;co -'ii to approach N during the 
sampling interval at a rate proportional to 9ir 'I'he at.1.raction of z,.i to N iii ca.lkd ;;tccpcst 
descent:. 'J'hus (9) is a variant of the gated stcepe;;t descent equation that was defined in 
(J). Each z;.J changes by an amount that reflects the degree to which the curves 9i.J(i) and 
N (!) have sirnultancou:;ly large values through time. H rli.i is large when N is large, then z;.i 
increases in size. If !li.1 is large when N is iirnall, then -c;.J decreases in size. As in equation 
(5), Z£J can either incrca.se or decrease as a result of learning. 
Now Print; Sjgnal 
A transiently active Now Print signal N rnoclulatcs the learning process of (9). 'fhe 
~;ignaJ N nray be activated either by a US or by a CS that has already beconre a conditioned 
reinforcer. Figure 11 shows that both the US and a conditioned reinforcer CS can activate the 
drive representation D. Equation ( 4) describes this property mathematically. 'I' he Now Print 
~;ignal !V (for cxarnplc, in Figure 9c) is turned on by sufficiently large and rapid increments 
in Urc activity D of D (for exarnplc, in Figure 9b). As Figures 9b and 9c illustrate, the 
Now Print signal N approximates the time derivative of the drive activity D. A neurophys-
iologically plausible way to achieve this property is to assmnc that the transient signal N 
is derived frorn the sustained activity D by the a.ction of a. slow inhibitory intcrnemon (sec 
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Figure 9a). 'I'he transformation from sustained activity D to transient activity N can be 
realized rnathematically by the function 
N = [fc(D)- E- c]+. ( 1 0) 
In (10), R is the activity of an inhibitory interneuron that time-averages fc(D), as in equa-
tion 
~~~ E = ctp( -E + fc(D)), ( 11) 
before inhibiting the direct excitatory signal fc(D). Equation (10) means that N = 0 if 
fc(D)- B S: t, and N = fc(D)- E- r if fc(D)- E >c. By (10), N responds rapidly to an 
increment in .fc(D). By (11 ), the inhibitory interneuron activity E responds more slowly to 
fc(D). As E grows, it inhibits the inJ!uence of fc(D) on N, by (10), thereby shutting N 
oiL As noted below, an important property of N is that it increases in amplitude, but not 
significantly in duration, in response to larger inputs fc(D). 
Figure 9 
As noted above, the time interval between CS onset and US onset is called the intcrsUmu-
lus inten!ill, or lSI. Using the spectral learning Jaw (9} (11), the individuall:T'M traces differ 
in their ability to learn at different values of the lSI. 'I'his is the basis of the network's tirning 
properties. Figure 10 illustrates how six di!fcrent L'I'IYI traces z:i, i = 1, ... , 6, learn during 
this simulated learning experiment. l'he CS and US arc. paired during 4 learning trials, a.fter 
which the CS is presented alone on a ;;ingle pcrforrnancc trial. In this computer simula1.ion, 
the CS input lcs(i) remained on for a duration of 0.0:) tirne units on each learning trial. 
'I'he US input lus(i) was presented aJter an lSI of 0.5 time units and rcrnaincd on for 0.05 
tirnc units. T'he upper panel in each part of the figure depicts the gated signal function giJ(l) 
with r:i chosen at progressively slower rates. 'l'he rniddlc panel plots the corresponding I:I'M 
trace "'i.J (l). 
Figure 10 
Doubly Ga.t.crl Signa.! Spccirum 
'J'hc lower panel plots the twice-gated signal h1:i(i) = f(:r;:i(i))1!;:i(l)z1:i(i). Each twice· 
gated signal function hu(i) registers how well the tirning of CS and US is learned and 
read-out by the i 1" processing cha.nncl. In Figure JOb, where the oncc .. gated signal .<Jij(i) 
peaks at approxirnately the lSI of 0.5 tirnc units, the I:l'lVI trace .z1.i(l) shows the rnaximurn 
learning. T'hc twice-gated signal h;.i(!) also shows a rna.xima.l cnhancerncnt due to learning, 
and exhibits a peak of activation at approximately 0.!\ time units after onset of the CS on 
each trial. 'I'his behavior is also generated on the fifth trial, during which only the CS is 
presented . 
.J. Oufpui: Signa.! 
'T'he output of the network is the sun1 of Uw twice-gated signa.ls h;j(i) from all the 
spectral components corresponding to all the CS1. 'J'hus 
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'fhe output signal computes the cumulative learned reaction of the whole population to the 
input pattern. Figure 5e shows the function R clerivecl from the pooled signa.ls h;J shown 
in Figure 5d. A comparison of Figures 5c-e illustrate how the output R(l.) genei·ates an 
accurately tirned response from the curnul<ttive partial learning of all the cell sites in the 
population spectrum. 'fhe once-gated signals g;j(t) in Figure 5c are biased towards early 
times. The twice-gated t:ignal;; h.;J(I) in Figure 5d are biased towMds the lSI, but many 
signals pea.k a.t other times. 'I'hc oi1tput R(l.) in Figure 5e combines these partial views into 
a cumulative response that peak;; at the IS!. 
The Problem of Self-Printing During Adaptively Timed Secondary Conditioning 
The S'J'AJrr model of Grossberg and Merrill (1992) overcame four types of problems 
who:oe oolution is needed to explain behavioral and neural data about aclaptively timed 
conditioning. 'fhesc arc the problems of (1) self-printing during aclaptively timed secondary 
conditioning, (2) asymmetric effects of increasing CS or US intensity on timed responding, 
(3) different effects of US dmation on timing than on reinforcement, and (1) combinatorial 
explosion of network pathways. 'T'he:oe problems and their solntion by the S'l'ARI' rnodel are 
reviewed below, a.long with supportive data .. Problems (I), (i;), and (tl) were not solved by 
the Grossberg and Schmajuk (1989) model. 
A major problern for any model of acla.pt.ivc timing is to explain how adaptivcly timed 
:oeconclary conditioning can occm. In primary conditioning, a. conditioned :otimnlns CS 1 is 
paired with an unconditioned stimnlus US until CS1 bccomeo a. conditionul reinforcer. In 
:oecondary conditioning, another conditioned :otirnulns CS2 i:o paired with CS 1 until it, too, 
gains reinforcing properties. Various experirncnts have shown that the conditioned respon:;e 
to CS2 can be adaptivcly timed (Gormcza.no and Kehoe, 19811; Kehoe, Ma.r:ohall-Goodcll, and 
C:orrnezano, 1987). lnclccd, Gormczano and Kehoe (19811) claimed that, in their cxperirnenta.l 
paradigm, "first- and second-order conditioning follow the sarnc laws" (p. Tl 1l), although they 
also a.cknowleclgecl that :oornc variables rna.y differentially effect fir:;t-order and second-order 
conditioning in other paradigm:,;. 
1\da.ptively tirned :occonda.ry conditioning could eaoily erase the cfFcct0 of a.daptivcly tirncd 
primary conditioning in the following wa.y. In order for CS 1 to a.cl as a. conditioned reinforcer, 
CS 1 must gain control of the pathway along which the US activates its reinforcing propertie:o. 
Suppose that CS 1 activated its sensory representation S1 via an input Ucs 1 ) pathway and 
that US expressed its reinforcing properties via. an input (ius) patlnvay. Also :ouppose 
that conditioned reinforcer learning enabled CS1 to activate Ius· 'I'hcreafter, presentation 
of CS 1 would sinwlt,;wcously activate both the Ics 1 pathway and the Ius pathway. T'hi:o 
c:oact.ivation would create new learning trials for CS 1 with a ;-;cro JSJ. In other word;; CS 1 
could selfprini a :opectrum with zero IS! clue to CS 1 CS 1 pairing via the lcs and conditioned 
Ius pathway. 'l'hu:o, as CS1 became a conditioned reinforcer, it could undermine the timing 
that it learned through CS1 US pairing during primary conditioning. Such self- printing 
could, for example, occur on secondary conditioning trials when a CS2 is followed by a 
conclitionccl reinforcer cs]. 
Simulations of Secondary Conditioning 
'l'hc S'I'Alrf rnodcl overcomes the :,;elf-printing problem with it:o usc of a transient. Now 
Print signal JV, as in (10). During primary conditioning, onset of the US cau:oes a brief 
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output burst frorn N. During secondary conditioning, onset of the conditioned reinforcer 
CS 1 also causes a brief output burst from JV. However, the spectrum activated by CS 1 takes 
awhile to build up, so essentially all of its activities x,.i and sampling signals f(x;.i )Yi.i are 
very small during the brief interval when N is large (compare Figures 5c and 9c). By the 
spectral learning law (9), negligible self-printing occurs. The main effect of the self-printing 
that does occur is to reduce every spectral LTM. trace ·'LJ in (9) by a fixed proportion of its 
value, thus scaling down the size of R(i) without. changing the timing of its peale 
Figure 11 
Figure lla depicts the model output R(t) when the Now Print threshold c in (10) is set 
to a high enough level to guarantee that no self-printing or secondary conditioning occur. 
Here CS 1 never activates a. Now Print signal. Figure 11 b show;; the output when t is set 
lower, thus allowing secondary conditioning and sorne ;;elf-printing to occur. Correct timing 
;;till obtains. 
Figure 12 
Figure 1.2 ;;hows how the model behaves during secondary conditioning. 'J'he left hand 
half of each panel shows the output of the model in response to the primary conditioned 
stimulus CS 1, and the right bane! half of each panel shows the rnodel output in response 
to the secondary conditioned stimulus CSz. The peak time arising from the presentation of 
CS 2 occurs near the expected time of arrival of CS 1 , rather than the expected time of the 
US. 'I'his property is consistent with the environment that a model or a.nirnal experiences, 
since the subject never sees CS 2 paired with the primal US, but rather sees it paired as a. 
predictor of CS 1 , which ;;crves as a CR in this context. 
Asymmetric CS and US Processing in Timing Control 
Although c;s 1 can attain properties of a. conditioned reinforcer through CS 1 US pair-
ing, this doe.s not irnply that all the functional properties of a conclitionccl reinforcer and 
an unconditioned stimulus are interchangeable. For example, increasing the intensity of a 
conditioned reinforcer CS 1 can "speed up the clock" (lV!aricq, Roberts, and Church, I 981; 
Meek and Church, 1987; Wilkie, 1987), wherea;; increasing the intensity of a primary US 
can increase the amplit.uck of conditioned response, but docs not change its timing (Srnitlr, 
19G8). 
Tire way that pararnctric change;; of CS and US cause diffenmt effects on adaptive timing 
places constraint;; on possible mechanisms of how adaptive tirning is learned dnring secondary 
conditioning. Althongh the CS acquires reinforcing properties of a US when it bccorncs a 
conditioned reinforcer, it may not acquire all of its timing properties. The proposed solution 
of the self· printing problern in Grossberg and Merrill (1992) suggests how different responses 
may be caused by an increase in CS intensity or US intensity. This explanation holds even 
if the CS 1 and US sensory representations S1 and S0 , respectively, each send signals along 
the same types of pathways to the drive representation and the adaptive timing circuit. 'I' he 
explanation is surnrna.rizcd below. 
An increase in CS 1 intensity causes an increase in tire a.mplitndc of input h (!.) in (2). 
'I'he larger inpnt canses a larger peak amplitnclc of activity 5'1 in (2), and a larger signal 
.f,(.'h) in (6). By (6), the rate with which a. spectra.! activation "'J.i reacts to signal .fr(SI) 
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equals r1(l + f,(S\)). 'I'hus an increase in CS1 intensity speeds up the processing of all 
spectral activations 1:1.i. Because CS 1 is a conditioned reinforcer, some of its I:rM traces z11 
are nonzero. 'I'hus the total output R in (12) peaks at an earlier time, and cau;;es the total 
output D from D in ( 4) to also peak at an earlier time. 
In contrast, a prirnary reinforcer such as a US does not generate a t:igniJicant output 
Ti(l) from the spectral timing circuit, even if it is allowed to generate a large signal f,,(S'0 ) to 
the adaptive timing circuit in (6). This is true because a large US generates a signal f,(S0 ) 
to the spectral activations in (6) at the same time that it generates a large signal fD(S0) to 
Din (4) and a large Now Print signal N in (9). 'l'hus a US creates the condition;; of a "zero 
lSI experiment" for purposes of spectral learning. All the J;rJVI traces z01 in (9) therefore 
remain very small in response to any number of US representations. An increase in US 
amplitude thu0 cannot. caut:e speed-up of the output R(t) in (12), because thit: output remain;; 
approximately zero in response to any US intensity. In wmmary, the same mechanism 
that explains how the self-printing problem is avoided aloo expla.ins why an increase in CS 
intensity, but not US intent:ity, spceclo up the conclit.ionccl response. 
'I'hc primary effect of an increase in US intensity is to increat:e the amplitude of the 
signa.! fi;(S0) in (4) to the drive representation D. 'I'his causes a.n increase in the amplitude 
of D and thus an increase in the amplitude of the conclit.ionccl respont:e that is modulated by 
D. 'I'hit: explanation of how a US increase;; the amplitude of the conditioned response also 
holds if the US sends no oignal f,(5'0 ) directly to the adaptive timing circuit. Grot:sberg and 
Schrnajuk (I 989) further discuss this issue. 
Different Effects of US Duration on Emotional Conditioning and Adaptive Tim-
ing: Sustained and Transient Responses 
The existence of a transient Now Print signal N plays a central role in om explanations 
of how to avoid ;;elf-printing during t:ccondary conditioning, and of different effects of CS 
and US intcn;;ity on learned timing. Another type of data lend;; 0upport to the hypothesis 
that the activity f) and the Now Print signal N both exist but respond to the US in difFerent 
ways. These data show that an increase in US duration can significantly increase the strength 
of emotional conditioning (Ashton, Bitgood, and Moor, 1969; Boe, l9GG; Borozci, Stonns, 
and Broen, 196~; Church, Raymond, ancl Beauchamp, 1967; l<c()llll, 1963; Strouthcs, 1965). 
flow can a brief Now Print. signal N who;;c duration cloes not increase significant.ly with US 
duration coexist with emotional conditioning properties that do increase significantly with 
US duration? 
An answer can be given using propcrtic;; of clrivc reprct:cntations D. 'I'he activation f) 
of a drive representation by a US does persist longer when the US duration it: increased, 
and cloes thereby increase the strength of crnotional conditioning at the S ~ D t:ynapses 
that arc moclcllccl by equations ( 4) and (5); ;;cc Grossberg (l972a, Section 1 and Grost:berg 
(1982a) for fnrtbcr discussion of thio property. 'I'his sustained activation /J of a drive rep-
resentation gives rise to a transient Now Print signal N a.t a difFerent processing stage·· a 
transient detector that is clownstrcarn from D itself, as clit:played in Figures 11 and 9. Thus 
]) and N rcprct:cnt re;;ponses of "sustained cells" and "trant:icnt cells" a distinction farniliar 
frorn visual perception ·which here instantiate different functional properties of ernotiona.l 
conditioning and conditioning of adaptive timing, respectively. 'J'he parametric data proper-
tics summarized above illustrate tlra.t the proce;;ses of crnotional conditioning and adaptive 
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timing, although linked, are not the Barne. 
The Problem of Combinatorial Explosion: Stimulus versus Drive Spectra 
According to any spectral timing theory, each CS; activates a sensory representation 
S; that broadcasts signals along many parallel pathways. Thi:; can lead to a cornbinatorial 
cxplo:;ion of cell bodies if the spectra are incorrectly instantiated. For example, suppose that 
each pathway activated a different cell, and that each cell's activity computed a different 
:r;1, j = 1,2, ... ,n. T'hen there would exist as rnany copies of the spectral Liming model 
as there are sensory representations in the brain. In addition, each spectrunr contains 80 
activities :r;.i in our computer simulations. Such a model would require a huge number of 
cells to represent a different spectrum for every possible sensory representation. T'his is, in 
fact, the type of circuit used in the Grossbcrg-Schmajuk model. 
In the S'J'i\lrl' rnodel, each drive representation, not every sensory rcpresenta.t.ion, has 
its own spectral cells. 'J'hus the pathways from all senoory representations that correspond 
to any given drive rcpre:,;entation share the sanre neurons. 'I'his rnodifica.tion greatly reclrrces 
the nrrmbcr of cell:,; that are needed to achieve spectra.! tirning of arbitrary conditionablc 
CS US combinations, since there arc many fewer drive representations (e.g., lor lrrrngcr, 
thir:,;t, sex, etc.) than there are sensory representations. As in Figure 11, each spcctnrrn is 
computed in para.llcl with its drive representation. Since the present simulation:; consider 
only one type of reinforcer, only one drive rcprcoentation is depicted. In general, each CS 
Bends an adaptive pathway to every drive representation to which it can be conditioned, 
as well as adaptive pathways suflicient to sample the corresponding spectral representation. 
'J'hc "coordinate:;" of each drive reprc:,;entation and its opectrum encode reinforcement and 
homeostatic variables. In contrast, the CS-activa.tecl pathways to these circuit.:; carry sip,nals 
that. rdlcct the sensory features of the CSs. 
'l"'hus the fact. that. different perceptual stirnuli may elicit. characteriotic responses at. 
the cells which represent adaptive tinring docs not, in itself, imply that. these perceptual 
stirnuli arc "encoded" at tho:,;c cells. Gros:,;berg and Merrill (1992) :;uggcst how hippocarnpal 
cells can form an adaptive timing circuit, and how dendrites of hippocmnpal pyramidal 
cells can represent. a drive-ba.sccl spectrum that avoids lire cornbirrat.orial explosion in the 
dcntate··CA:l circuit. This interpret.ation is used to sup,gest an explanation of anatornic:al, 
ncmophysiolop,ical, and nenrophannacological data about this hippocarnpal circuit that arc 
consistent. with a functional role in adaptive timing. The Gros:,;bcrg and Merrill (1992) article 
also provides conrpuler :,;irnnlations of data frorn experirncnts crnployinp, partial rcinforccrncmt 
(Roberts, HJ81), IS! shifts (Coleman and Gormezano, 1971), tirne-avcrap,ing due to rnultiple 
CSs (Holder and Roberts, 1985), and rmrltiplc ISis (Millenson, Kehoe, and Gonnezano, J 977; 
Srnith, 1968). 
Concluding Remarks 
The neural rnodcl clescribccl herein suggests how the hippocampal systcnr and cerebel-
lrnn may cooperate to control adaptivcly tirned recognition learning, rnotivatcd attention, 
and conditioned responding. The rnodel clarifie:,; how the hippocarrrpal system may combine 
novelty-based modulation of recognition lea.rninp, and reinforcement learning with a conrpe-
tence for adapt.ively timed attention and inhibition of orienting responses. In particular, it 
snggcsts how orienting responses may be inhibited by the hippocampal dcntate-CA:J timing 
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circuit during the same time interval during which goal-oriented conditioned re:;ponses are 
released by adaptivcly timed opening of the cerebellar Pmkinje cell gate. 
'I'he model distinguishes between the micro-timing that is needed to determine how long 
motivated attention needs to be focused on a single predicted goal event, and the rnacro-
timing whereby attention i:; maintained during the planned performance. of a :;equence of 
actions leading to a goal. Both sorts of timing wcndd appear to be at work during .many 
behaviors. A partially developed theory of how they are coordinated clarifies some aspects of 
the complex pattern of connections that exists between the temporal cortex, frontal cortex, 
and hippocampal systern. 
Why the hippoca1npal system should play a role in spatial orientation is also consistent 
with this modelling framework. This link is established when one pose;; the question of 
how an animal can direct its goal-oriented attentive behaviors a,mong sets of environmental 
landmarks that vary in their rnotivational salience. Such a perspective is consistent with the 
propo:;a.l that the bippocarnpa.l sy;;tem can play a role as a cognitive map (Leonard and Mc-
Naughton, I 990; 0 'Keefe, HJ90; O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978), suitably defined, without denying 
its relevance for the control of approach-avoidance behavior;; (Amsel, 1993). How to compu-
tationally integrate the steering role of reinforccrnent and rnotivation into a self-organizing 
network for spatia.! orientation remains an open problem. Despite these theoretical gaps, the 
ART' rnodcls that have already been developed put mechanistic Hesh on the metaphorical 
bone:; of declarative memory and procedural rncrnory by articulating new behavioral prin-
ciple;;, neural rnecha.nisrns, and cxperirncntal explanations and predictions that can be u:;ed 
to clarify how a. freely moving individual flexibly learns about and acts upon valued goal 
objects in a timely fashion. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. An example of a rnodcl AHT circuit in which attcntional and orienting circuits 
interact. Level F 1 encodes a distributed representation of an event by a short tenn memory 
(STM) activation pattern across a. network of feature detectors. Level .r2 encodes the event 
using a compressed STM representation of the F 1 pattern. Learning of these recognition 
codes occurs at the long term memory (I;rM) traces within the bottom-up and top-down 
pathways between levels :F1 and F2· The top-clown pathways read-out learned expectations 
whose prototypes arc matched against bottom-up input patterns a.t :F1 . 'fhc size of mis-
matches in response to novel events are evaluated rola.tive to the vigilance parameter p of 
the orienting subsystern A. A large enough mismatch resets the recognition code that is 
active in S'l'M at .r2 and initiates a. mcrnory :oearch for a rnore appropriate recognition code. 
Output from subsystem A can also trigger an orienting response. 
Figure 2. i\R'I' search for a recognition code: (A) 'I'he input pattern I is instated across 
the feature detectors at level F 1 a.s a short term rnemory (S'I'l'vl) activity pattern X. Input 
I also nonspecifically activates the orienting subsystem A; sec Figure l. S'l'M pattern X 
is represented by the hatched pattern across :F1. Pattern X both inhibits A and generates 
the output pattern S. Pattern S is multiplied by long tcrrrr memory (I;rM) traces and 
acldecl at :F2 nodes to form the input pattern T, which activates the S'I'M pattern Y across 
the recognition categories coded at level :F2 . (B) Pattern Y generates the top-clown output 
pat.tcrn U which is rnultiplicd by top-down ];L'M traces and added at F 1 nodes to forrn 
the prototype pattern V that encodes the learned expectation of the active :F2 nodes. 1f 
V rnismatclws I at :F1, then a new S'l'i'vl activity pattern X* is generated at F 1. X* is 
represented by the hatched pattern. Tt incluclcs the features of I that arc confirrnccl by V. 
Inactivated nodm corresponding to unconfinned featurc0 of X arc unhatched. The reduction 
in total S'l'M activity which occurs when X is transfonned into X* causes a decrease in the 
total inhibition from :r1 to A. (C) If inhibition decreases sufficiently, A releases a nonopecilic 
arousal wave to F 2, which resets the S'J'M pattcru Y at :F2. (D) Al.tcr Y is inhibited, its top· 
down prototype signal is elirninated, and X can be reinstated at F 1. Enduring traces of the 
prior 1-c:sc;t lead X to activate a different S'l'ivl pattern Y* at :F2 . lf the top-down prototype 
clue to Y* also rnismatchcs I at F 1, then the search for an appropriate F2 code cmJl.inuc:o 
until a. more appropriate; :F2 representation is selected. 'fhen an attentive resonance develops 
and learning of the attended data is initiated. [Reprinted with pennission frorn Carpenter 
and Cross berg ( l99:l) .] 
Figure 3. Schcrnatic conditioning circuit: Conditioned stirnuli (CS.;) activate sensory cat· 
egories (Scs,) which compete among thernselvcs for limited capacity short-ternr rnernory 
activation and storage, as at level F2 in an AH:l' circuit. 'I'he activated Scs, representations 
elicit trainable signals to drive mprescntations D and motor command rcprescnta.tions Iv1, 
denoted "rc:oponsc learning". Learning from a. sensory representation Scs, to a drive rep· 
resentation D is called conditioned reinforcer learning. Learning from D to a. Scs, is called 
incentive nrotivationa.l learning. Signals from D to Scs, arc elicited when the combination 
of c.ondit.ioned sensory plus internal drive inputs is sufficiently large. Sensory representa-
tions that win the competition in response to the balance of external inputs and internal 
1notivational signals can activate rnotor cornrnand pathways. 
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Figure 4. A spectrally Limed conditioning model with feedback pathways D ~ S(2l ~ SUl 
that are capable of focusing attention in an aclaptively timed fashion on reinforcing events. 
'I'be sensory representations S of Figure :J are here broken into two succe;;sive levels S(i) 
and S( 2). Levels S(1) and S( 2) interact via reciprocal excitatory pathways. 'I'he excitatory 
pathways S( 1) ~ D and D ~ S(2) are, as in Figure :l, adaptive. Representations in S(2) can, 
however, fire only if they receive convergent signals frorn S(1) and D. 'l'ben they deliver posi-
tive feedback to SUl and bias the competition to focus attention on their respective features 
and to attentionally block inhibited fcature:o. Prior to conditioning, a. CS can only be stored 
in ST'M at S( 1) and can subliminally prime S( 2) and D representations without supralimi-
nally firing these representations. After conditioning, the CS can trigger strong conditioned 
S(1) ~ D -• S(2) ~ S(1) feedback and rapidly draw attention to itoclf a:o it activates the emo-
tional represcnta.tions and rnotivationa.l pathwa.y:o controlled by D. H.epresentation D can also 
inhibit i.lw orienting subsystem as it focuses attention upon motivationally valued sensory 
events. 'I'he sensory representations S(l) :oend parallel pathways to a spectral timing circuit 
'I' whose adaptive weights z sample the Now Print, or teaching signal, N that io transiently 
activated by changes in the activity of the drive representation D. After conditioning ofT 
takes place, adaptively timed readout frorn 1' can rnaintain attention on task-relevant cues 
for a learned duration via the 'I' ~ D -• S feedback pathway. 'I'imed signals abo inhibit the 
orienting sub:oystem via the 'I' ~ D ~. A pathway and thereby help to prevent distracting 
event:o frorn interfering with planned consumrnatory acts. [Reprinted with permission from 
c;rosoberg and !Vlcrrill (1992).] 
Figure 5. A conrputcr simulation of spectral timing: (a) ln response to a CS input 1; in 
Figure 4, a spectnun of population activities :r;.J react at different rates and generate signals 
/;1 ""f(:<:;1); (b) each signal causes a transmitter YiJ in its pathway to bcconre inactivated, or 
habituate, at a clilf'crent rate; (c) the transrnittcrs l!ij rnultiply, or gate, the signals .fiJ to gen-
erate net signal;, !JiJ = .fiJYij that sarnplc overlapping time intervals; (d) the sanrpling signals 
ilii and the US, expressed via the teaching :::ignaJ N, conjointly activate adaptive weights, or 
LJ'M traces, Z;J, which generate aclaptivcly gated output signals h;J = g;Jz;.1; (c) although in-
dividual signa.ls h;j do not well tirne the !Sl, the population sum R = L:.1 h;J of the adaptive 
signals doc::: accurately tirnc the lSJ (dottccl vertical linc~:o). l'ara.rnetcrs and signal func-
tions: "'= 0.2,cx 11 = 1.0,(:111 = J2G.O,n" = 1.0,6 = O.O,c = 0.02,nr-; = 210.0,o;1 = 1.2,{)!1 = 
120.0, !A = 12.0, o 1J = 120.0,/)D = 120.0, '"fD = 0.0, fu(S) = [S'- 0.05]+, cxc = 0.5, fJc = 
25.0,fc(D) = [D-0.05]+,fA(A) =[A o.i]+,Fx(!l) = [i\0.7]+, r] = 10.125 I (0.0120+.i); 
and the intensities of the CS' and US inputs I; in (I) equal 2. [Reprinted with pennission 
frorn Grossberg and Merrill (1992).] 
Figure 6. A model of aclaptively tirncd cerebellar conditioning: US-activated clirnbing 
fibers provide a teaching signal that causes adaptivcly tirnccl long tcnn depression at para.llel 
fiber-Purkinje cell synapse;;, thereby disinbibiting the inhibitory efl"cct of tonic l'urkinje cell 
outputs on cerebellar nuclear cells. 'I'lre clirnbing fibers also control learning of adaptive 
gains along subcortical pathway::: through the nuclear cells. 'I'he net effect of learning is to 
open an adaptively tirncd Purkinje gate that cmables learned gains to be expressed at the 
correct time. 
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Figure 7. In a STARI' rnodel, STM :;torage of a brief CS is achieved by positive feedback 
within the sensory representation S. CS attenuation by the US is dynamically controlled by 
the strength of recurrent inhibitory signals. (a) Input It activated by CS 1 ; (b) Input 10 
activated by US; (c) S'I'Jvl activation of CS 1 sensory representation; (d) S'I'M activation of 
US sensory representation. [Reprinted with permission from Gros:;berg and Merrill (1992).] 
Figure 8. Behavior of the Now Print module of the START model after many conditioning 
trials: (a) Activation of the sensory representation 81 by the CS; (b) Activation of the sensory 
representation S0 by the US; (c) The resull.ant activation D of the drive representation D; (d) 
'I'he resultant Now Print :;igna.l N. [Reprinted with permi:;:;ion fronr Grossberg and Jvlerrill 
(1992).] 
Figure 9. Generation of a Now Print signal: (a) The output of a drive representation D 
i:; converted into a Now Print signal N by passing this output through a fast excitatory 
pathway and a slower inhibitory pathway, who:;e signal:; converge at N; (b) Simulation of 
the activity D of]) in response to two succe:;sive inputs, with the first response larger; (c) 
Activity N of scale:; with the si~e of the increment in D. All parameters were a:; in Figure 5. 
[Reprinted with permission from Grossberg and Merrill (1992).] 
Figure 10. Selective learning within different :;pectral populations at a fixed lSI= 0.5 tirne 
units. Each threc>irnagc panel from (a) to (f) reprc:;ents the ga.l.ed signal _q 1.i(l) [top], long 
term memory trace zJ.i(l) [rniddle], and doubly gated signal h1.i(t) = g1.i(i)x1.i(l.) [bottom], 
at a different value of j. In (a), .i = 1; in (b), j = 17; in (c), j = :J:3; in (d), j = 49; in 
(c), j = 65: in (f), j = 81. 'fhc same paranrcter:; as in Figure 5 were u:;ed. [Reprinted with 
penn iss ion from Gros:;berg and J\11 err ill ( 1992) .] 
Figure 11. The effect of self-printing upon the output of the rnodel. (a) i\ large threshold c 
in the Now Print signal abolishe:; :;elf. printing and :;econdary conditioning. lt generates the 
lower output H(i). (b) A :;rnaller threshold allows secondary conditioning and :;elf-printing 
without a loss of timing. It generate:; the larger output ll(i). [H.cprintcd with pcnnission 
frorn Gro:;:;berg and Merrill (1992).] 
Figure 12. S'I'Alrl' rnodcl output H(i) during :;cconda.ry conditioning with varying ISis 
between the fir:;t. and second CS, and between the second CS and the US. Notation 1SI1 
below denotc:s the lSI be.twcen C:S 1 and US, and lS1 2 denotes the lSI between CS2 a.ncl 
CS 1. On each lea.nring trial either CS1 US or CSrCS1 occur, but not CS2 CS 1 US. 'I'he 
curves are drawn with CS 1 US pairing:; in the left c:olmnn and CS2 CS 1 pairing:; in the right 
column. 'J'he vertical bars occur at successive 0.2:> tirnc unit intervals: (a),(b) 1SI 1 = .25., 
1SI2 = .25; (c),(d) JSI 1 = .5, JSI2 = .25; (e),(f) JSI1 = .22i, lS1 2 = .Zi; (g),(h) IS1 1 = .5, JSI2 
= .5. [Reprint.c:d with pennissicm frorn Grossberg and Merrill (1992).] 
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